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Diese Studie untersuht die Galaxienevolution innerhalb der letzten 10 Milliarden Jahre.
Um Zugang zum Universum bei hohen Rotvershiebungen zu erhalten, wurden Nahinfrarot-
beobahtungen im Rahmen der Himmelsdurhmusterung COMBO-17+4 (Classifying Objets
by Medium-Band Observations) durhgeführt. Photometrishe Rotvershiebungen, Ruheband-
Spektralverteilungen und Massen wurden für 14286 Galaxien bis zu einer sheinbaren Hel-
ligkeit von H = 21.7mag in 0.2 Quadratgrad des A901-Feldes bestimmt. Die rote, entwikelte
sowie die blaue, sternbildende Galaxienpopulation wurden in Abhängigkeit von der Zeit unter-
suht. Hierzu wurde eine sih als Funktion der Zeit entwikelnde Farben-Helligkeits-Beziehung
abgeleitet, um die rote Galaxienpopulation von der blauen zu trennen. Unsere Ergebnisse
zeigen, dass die bimodale Verteilung der Galaxien bis hinaus zu z = 1.6 besteht. Weiterhin
wurden die Helligkeits- und Massenfunktion beider Populationen untersuht. Hier zeigt sih,
dass sih die harakteristishe Magnitude M∗ in beiden Fällen zwishen 2 > z > 0.2 sig-
nikant abshwäht. Das shwere Ende der Massenfunktion wird für z<1 von roten Galaxien
dominiert, während bei hohen z entwikelte, rote und sternbildende blaue Galaxien zu gleihen
Teilen beitragen.
Investigation of the stellar population in galaxies sine z=2 by NIR
photometry
This study investigates galaxy evolution in the last 10 Gyr of the age of the Universe. To
aess the high redshift Universe deep near infrared observations have been arried out in
the frame of the COMBO-17+4 (Classifying Objets by Medium-Band Observations) survey.
Photometri redshifts, rest-frame SEDs and masses have been obtained for 14286 galaxies
down to an observed magnitude H = 21.7mag in 0.2 square degree of the A901-eld. The red
evolved and the blue star-forming galaxy populations distributions have been followed through
osmi time. An evolving olour-magnitude relation as a funtion of lookbak time has been
derived in order to separate the red galaxies from the blue ones. Our results show that the
galaxy bimodality persist out to z = 1.6. The luminosity and the mass funtion for the red and
the blue galaxy populations has been investigated. Our results show that the harateristi
magnitude M∗ for both galaxy population have onsiderably dimmed between 2 > z > 0.2.
The massive end of the mass funtion is dominated by the red galaxies at z < 1, whereas above
z = 1 red evolved and blue star-forming galaxy populations ontribute in similar numbers.
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Introdution
Galaxies are the building bloks of our Universe. Understanding when and how galaxies
were formed and how they have evolved sine the Big Bang is one of the main motivations
of ontemporary astronomy. The astrophysial studies on galaxy formation and evolution
attempt to desribe the physial proesses whih have transformed the primordial homogeneous
Universe to the urrent heterogeneous Universe whih ontains lustered strutures and a large
variety of galaxy types.
1.1 Cosmologial Context
The most aepted osmologial model to desribe our Universe is the Lambda Cold Dark
Matter (ΛCDM) model. This model gives a fairly aurate piture of the observable Universe
by onneting the Big Bang theory, the ination and the aelerated expansion of our Universe
as well as the strutures growth by hierarhial lustering. The ΛCDM model desribes the
large sale strutures of our Universe as a sponge struture with laments, walls and voids.
The millennium simulation by Springel et al. (2005), see Fig. 1.1, gives a good piture of
the distribution of the large sale dark matter strutures in the ΛCDM ontext. The last
results by WMAP (Hinshaw et al. 2008) show that the present Universe is 13.72 Gyr old and
omposed of 72.6% of dark energy (vauum energy from the eld), 22.8% of dark matter (non-
baryoni invisible matter whih interats only gravitationally, whose nature is still a puzzle
for sientists) and only 4.6% is in a form of baryoni matter, like galaxies, stars, gas and
dust. In the ΛCDM model, galaxies form at the bottom of dark matter potential wells in
dark matter laments. At the juntion of the laments lie massive galaxy lusters. In this
osmologial model, merging and lustering are the main mehanisms with whih galaxies gain
mass. In a hierarhial way, small strutures merge and luster to form bigger strutures. In
the meantime, galaxy internal strutures evolve from, for example, disk-like spiral galaxies to
a giant elliptial galaxy.
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1.2 Galaxies in the Loal Universe
The present Universe is omposed of galaxies with various morphologies (as desribed by the
Hubble sequene, see Fig. 1.1) and various masses, sizes and properties. Galaxies morpholog-
ial types an be separated into two main distint sets. On one hand, the bulge-like elliptial
galaxies, also alled early type galaxies, and on the other hand the disk-like, spiral galaxies also
alled late type galaxies. These two sets of galaxies not only show a fundamental dierene
in terms of morphology but also in terms of observable olours. Galaxies are formed by a
omplex mix of young and old stellar populations. Old evolved or younger but dusty galaxies
appear redder than young star-forming galaxies whih appear bluer.
2 Mpc/h
2 Mpc/h
125 Mpc/h
125 Mpc/h
Figure 1.1: Large sale struture at z=0 from the millennium simulation (Springel et al.
2005) and the Hubble Sequene (redit: Fahad Sulehria). Top left panel shows the large-sale
light distribution, middle panel shows a rih luster of galaxies where one an sees galaxies
individually, right panel shows the diversity of galaxy types in the present Universe. Bottom
row shows the orresponding dark matter distributions.
1.3 Lookbak Time Surveys
The osmologial redshift is a redshift aused by the expansion of the Universe. The wavelength
of light inreases as it traverses the expanding Universe between its point of emission and its
point of detetion by the same amount that spae has expanded during the rossing time; thus
if λo and λe are the observed and emitted wavelengths respetively, we have
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λo
λe
=
ao
a
=
1
a
(1.1)
where a is the sale fator at the time of emission and ao is its present value whih is
normalized to one. The redshift is the relative wavelength hange,
z ≡
λo − λe
λe
=
1
a
− 1 (1.2)
and thus
1 + z =
1
a
, a =
1
1 + z
(1.3)
The lookbak time as dened by Eq. 1.4 is the time that light takes to travel from an
emitting objet to us. Sine the veloity of the light is nite, when we observe a distant
objet, this objet looks as it was at the time its light was emitted (i.e. when we look at a
distant objet we look "bak in time"). The lookbak time allows astronomers to study the
evolution of galaxies, by looking at galaxies at dierent distanes, we look at them at dierent
epohs and it is thus possible to study the hanges in galaxies with time. Figure 1.2 shows
the lookbak time and the luminosity distane (see Eq. 1.6) as a funtion of redshift for a
osmologial model where Ωm = 0.28, Ωλ = 0.73 and H0=71 km/s/Mp.
tlookback =
1
H0
∫ z
0
dz
(1 + z)
√
Ωm(1 + z)3 +Ωk(1 + z)2 +ΩΛ
(1.4)
Figure 1.2: Left: Lookbak time as a funtion of redshift. Right: Luminosity distane as a
funtion of redshift. World model Ωm,Ωλ=(0.28,0.73) and H0=71 km/s/Mp is assumed.
In lookbak time surveys we have to take into aount that the galaxies spetra move
through the observed bands due to their redshift. For high redshifted galaxies, for example,
the optial rest-frame is shifted to the near infrared (NIR). Figure 1.3 shows an example of
the position of the redshifted spetrum of an Elliptial galaxy with respet to some observed
bands. In lookbak surveys a k-orretion has to be applied to study a galaxy in its rest-
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frame. The absolute magnitude M of an objet is dened as the apparent magnitude m that
this objet would have if it were at a distane of 10 parse, taking into aount the k-orretion
we have:
m =M + 5log
(
DL
10pc
)
+K(z) (1.5)
where the luminosity distane
DL = (1 + z)
c
H0
∫ z
0
dz√
Ωm(1 + z)3 +Ωk(1 + z)2 +ΩΛ
(1.6)
and K(z) is the k-orretion whih depends on the galaxy spetrum
K(z) = −2.5log
[
(1 + z)
L(1+z)ν
Lν
]
(1.7)
In order to obtain a rest-frame magnitude a k-orretion is applied beause the redshifted
objet emits his light (Lν) in a dierent pass bands that the one observed (L(1+z)ν). Com-
bining Eq. 1.5 to Eq. 1.7 if the apparent magnitude and the redshift of an objet is known
from a photometri or spetrosopi survey, the luminosity distane and the k-orretion an
be alulated and its absolute magnitude derived. Knowing rest-frame properties for galaxies
at dierent redshift allows us to see dierent snapshot in the galaxy evolution with time.
Lookbak time surveys an study the galaxies into dierent redshift slie of the Universe.
The omoving volume VC is the measured volume in whih the number density of non-evolving
objets whih are loked in the Hubble ow remains onstant with redshift, see Hogg (1999)
for a nie review on distane measures in osmology. Assuming a at Universe where ΩK=0,
the omoving volume is:
Vc =
4pi
3
(Dc)
3
(1.8)
where Dc is the omoving distane dened as:
Dc =
c
H0
∫ z
0
dz√
Ωm(1 + z)3 +ΩΛ
(1.9)
1.4 Photometri Redshift as a Tool to Study Galaxy Evolution
To study the galaxy evolution through osmi time the determination of a galaxy's redshift
beomes imperative and the redshift auray ruial. Photometri redshift using dierent
olours to estimate the redshift of a galaxy is an eonomi way to obtain redshifts for a large
amount of galaxies in a given eld. Sine spetrosopy is ostly in terms of telesope time due
to the optial faintness of distant galaxies, photometri redshift has in reent years beome a
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Figure 1.3: Spetrum of an elliptial galaxy at dierent redshifts. Beause of the redshift,
the spetrum moves through the dierent observed bands. At rest (in blak) the 4000Å break
feature is braketed by the U- and the B-band while at z=1.75 (in red) it is braketed by the
Y- and the J1-band.
very useful tool for observational osmology, providing the equivalent of low resolution spe-
tra. The method to obtain photometri redshift onsists of taking an image of a galaxy in
dierent lters, performing the photometry, alulating the dierent olours and nally tting
the observed data points with a syntheti or an empirial Spetral Energy Distribution (SED).
The spetral feature of the 4000Å break aused by alium lines absorption is generally used
to determine the redshift. The priniple of photometri redshift seems simple but diulties
remain in how good the representation of the templates are to the observed galaxies and in
the manner the t between observed photometry and template is performed.
Based on the Calar Alto Deep Imaging Survey (CADIS) (Meisenheimer et al. 1998), an
extragalati key projet of the MPIA in Heidelberg from 1994 to 1999, a robust lassiation
method to distinguish objets between three dierent lasses: galaxies, stars and quasars
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been established. Moreover, the CADIS experiene demonstrated that lassiation and red-
shift estimation in surveys with medium-band lters are a powerful and aurate tool to study
the evolution of galaxies and quasars through osmi time (Wolf et al. 2001a,b). The main
goal of CADIS was to study galaxy evolution through faint emission line galaxies at interme-
diate redshifts and primeval galaxies at very high redshift (Meisenheimer et al. 1998). CADIS
inluded a deep emission line survey supplemented by a broad band multi-olour survey. This
projet lead to further projets like the COMBO-17 and the COMBO-17+4 survey whih
also use a ombination of broad and narrow band photometry to perform the lassiation
of objets and redshift determination. The advantage of this survey strategy is to be able
to replae telesope time-onsuming spetrosopy with multi-wavelength photometry as the
main tool for lassiation and redshift measurements. It also provides aurate redshifts and
multi-olour images for eah galaxy useful for any further investigation on galaxy morphology.
1.5 Observation of Galaxy Evolution in the ΛCDM Universe
In the last few years, olour-magnitude diagrams, luminosity and mass funtions were exten-
sively used to desribe the galaxies whih populated the Universe (up to z∼1). In a olour-
magnitude diagram, see Fig. 1.4, galaxies lie in two distint populations dened as the galaxy
bimodality. Some of them lie in a well dened narrow trak alled the red sequene while
others lie in a more diuse loud, alled the blue loud. The red sequene galaxies are prin-
ipally non star-forming galaxies, alled passively evolving, massive galaxies, mainly elliptial
galaxies (Bell et al. 2004a; Borh et al. 2006; Cassata et al. 2008) but ould also ontain ob-
sure star forming dusty galaxies (Wolf et al. 2005). Inversely, the blue loud is omposed of
star-forming, starburst, mainly low mass spiral galaxies. The red sequene and the blue loud
are separate by the green valley, an intermediate population of galaxies.
In the last 10 years, many galaxy imaging and spetrosopi surveys like COMBO-17 ,
SDSS, DEEP2, 2dF, VVDS, FORS, COSMOS, GOODS, UKIDSS
1
, et have probed the Uni-
verse and provided more lues on the physial proesses whih govern galaxy formation and
evolution (sine z∼1). Using COMBO-17 data, Bell et al. (2004b) have shown that the galaxy
bimodality is present at all redshifts out to z=1 and that the red sequene is already in plae
at z=1. Bell et al. (2004b) also showed that the number density of luminous blue star forming
galaxies has dereased strongly sine z∼1 and that the stellar mass of the red sequene galaxy
has doubled in the same redshift interval. Reent results by Borh et al. (2006) using also
COMBO-17 data show that the integrated stellar mass density of blue galaxies stays onstant
sine z∼1 but that the total stellar mass of the Universe has doubled in the same redshift in-
terval. Moreover, in the same redshift interval the ombined star formation rate (SFR) drops
1
see list of aronyms at the beginning of this doument for the meaning of the surveys names.
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Figure 1.4: Mok olour-magnitude diagram showing the bimodality of galaxies. The red
sequene follows a narrow trak while the blue loud lies in a more diuse area of the diagram.
The two populations are separated by the green valley.
by an order of magnitude sine z=1 Madau et al. (1996); Lilly et al. (1996); Hippelein et al.
(2003); Hopkins (2004), see also Fig. 1.5. The fat that the number of passively evolving
galaxies are growing sine z∼1 while the number of ative star forming galaxies stays onstant
ombined with a delining overall SFR leads to a better understanding of the galaxy evolution
in the last 8 Gry. These observations suggest that the stellar mass of the massive elliptial
galaxies present today was built up by reent major merges rather than by star formation and
that physial mehanisms have shutdown the star formation around z=1.
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Figure 1.5: Evolution of the osmi star formation rate using several data set from Borh
et al. (2006). The SFR has a plateau at high redshift and severely delines from z∼1 to the
present day.
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Combining COMBO-17 and DEEP2 data, Faber et al. (2007) shows that sine z=1 the
buildup of the stellar mass on the red sequene omes from the ombination of 1) the mi-
gration from the blue loud galaxies for whih the star formation has been quenhed and 2)
the merging of less luminous, quenhed red galaxies. Figure 1.6 shows the buildup of the red
sequene from a ombination of quenhing via wet merge followed by red galaxy dry merging.
When the quenhing happens through a wet merge of low mass blue galaxies (i.e. the mass is
assembled in the blue loud), the resulting produt will populate the lower mass part of the
red sequene and then an slowly inrease its mass via dry merge on the red sequene. On
the other hand, if the quenhing happens later with more massive blue galaxies, the resulting
produt will have already assembled most of its mass in the blue loud and will populate the
massive part of the red sequene. The exat mehanisms whih ould have shutdown the star
formation around z=1, suh as quenhing, harassment, strangulation, feedbak, et via galaxy
dry or wet merge are still a matter of debate and a hot topi in astrophysis.
Figure 1.6: Shema of galaxy migration from blue loud to the red sequene in a olour-mass
diagram. The blue loud galaxies undergo star formation quenhing via wet merge and migrate
to the red sequene (blak arrows). Galaxies on the red sequene ould undergo dry merging
and hene inrease their masses (white arrows), from Faber et al. (2007).
To date, most of the galaxy surveys are limited to desribing the Universe below z∼1 due
to the diulty of obtaining a large amount of high redshift galaxy spetra and the use of
optial data only in the photometri redshift surveys, and little is known beyond z∼1. It is
thought that most of the stars in the Universe were formed between 1<z<3. If we look at the
star formation rate (SFR) as a funtion of redshift in Fig. 1.5 one sees that the SFR modestly
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inreases between 5<z<3 reahes a peak at z∼2 and suddenly delines sine z∼1. In light
of these results, the Universe has produed most of its stars between 1<z<3 with an apogee
at z∼2 followed by a drasti deline sine z∼1. The epoh of the Universe between 1<z<2
is a ruial moment in terms of galaxy formation and evolution, it seems to be a period of
transition. Motivating questions are when the red sequene was rst formed and how its mass
was assembled. If there is no doubt about the bimodality of galaxies below z∼1, things are
less lear at higher redshift. Massive, passively evolving galaxies have been observed at z<1.5
(Daddi et al. 2005; Cirasuolo et al. 2007; MGrath et al. 2007; Taylor et al. 2008) and a reent
spetrosopi study by Kriek et al. (2008) has onrmed the presene of a red sequene a little
beyond z=2, observations also supported by the photometri survey by Williams et al. (2008).
The problems enountered by the latest surveys like the low number of objets found at high
redshift, the small area surveyed ombined with the inuene of large sale strutures and the
seletion biases make diult a rigorous analysis of galaxy evolution at high redshift. When
the red sequene rst appears is a matter of debate and one of the aims of this thesis.
1.6 This Study
The goal of this thesis is to resume the previous work ahieved by the COMBO-17 team by
extending the photometri redshift range out to z=2 with the help of deep NIR data to explore
galaxy evolution at higher redshift. One of the main ontributions of this thesis is to provide
high quality NIR photometry and a deep H-band seleted soures atalogue for the A901 eld.
By supplementing NIR to the optial data this work also improves the photometri redshift
auray for z∼1 galaxies. An investigation of the bimodality of galaxies through osmi time
is done in order to separate the red and the blue populations of galaxy and derive the lumi-
nosity and mass funtion for red and blue galaxies out to z=2.
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 desribes the COMBO-17+4 surveys and
his goals. Chapter 3 presents the NIR data and the data redution proedure and analysis.
Chapter 4 deals with the lassiation of the galaxies and redshift assignment by template
tting. Chapter 5 investigates the galaxy bimodality through osmi time. Chapter 6 presents
the evolution of the luminosity funtion for the red and the blue galaxies sine z=2. Chapter 7
presents the evolution of the mass funtion for the red and the blue galaxies sine z=2. Finally
Chapter 8 onludes this study.
Chapter 2
The COMBO-17+4 Survey
This hapter desribes the COMBO-17+4 survey, its sienti goals and its ontext among
other ongoing similar NIR surveys. To aess information about physial properties of galaxies
at high redshift, one needs IR observations sine a galaxy's rest-frame optial light is strethed
by the expansion of the Universe and shifted in the observed infrared wavelength range. Thus,
the IR observations allow us to probe the optial rest-frame luminosity of distant galaxies and
their stellar masses. The development of the infrared detetors and wide-eld ameras allowed
astronomers to further explore the Universe by probing faint and high redshifted soures, im-
possible to observe in the optial wavelength range.
The wide-eld NIR amera OMEGA2k (PI: H-J. Röser), whih started to be in operation
at the Calar Alto Observatory in 2003, gave us the opportunity to obtain deep NIR images
of a large amount of galaxies. The OMEGA2k amera was the largest ground based NIR
amera available in the world for many years. At the same time the MANOS projet (MPI
für Astronomie Near-infrared Optial Surveys) was designed. MANOS is divided into a deep
and a wide survey. COMBO-17+4 (Classifying Objets by Medium-Band Observations in 17
lters) onsists of a deep NIR extension of the optial COMBO-17 survey to probe galaxy
formation and evolution and HIROCS (Heidelberg InfraRed Optial Cluster Survey) onsists
of a wide NIR survey searhing for high redshift galaxy lusters. Those two survey are key
ongoing projets at the MPIA Heidelberg.
2.1 The Limitations of the COMBO-17 Survey
Although the COMBO-17 survey ould provide a very good piture of the galaxy evolution,
the survey is onstrained to explore the Universe up to z=1 only. The redshift range of the
COMBO-17 survey is limited by two fats:
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• First the lassiation is not reliable above z∼1.1. The lassiation method uses the
pronouned spetral feature from the 4000Å break to assign the redshift of a galaxy. The
COMBO-17 survey is based on optial data only and the multi-olour lassiation method
requires at least 2 photometri data points above the 4000Å break for a reliable redshift
determination. The seond reddest lter used in the frame of the COMBO-17 survey is the
medium band λ=856nm, if we sample just above the 4000Å break, say 4100Å, this leads to a
maximum reliable redshift of z= λobserved/λemitted = 856/410 − 1=1.09.
• Seondly, the galaxies at z>1 whih ontain a onsiderable amount of old stars are too faint
to be observed in the optial pass bands but their ux is substantial in the NIR.
2.2 Survey Desription
COMBO-17+4 is a deep NIR survey whih ombines the 17 optial broad and medium bands
from the COMBO-17 with 4 NIR lters (thus the name of the survey: COMBO-17+4 ). The
optial images were taken with the Wide Field Imager (WFI) at La Silla Observatory between
February 1999 and January 2001 in the frame of the COMBO-17 survey (Wolf et al. 2003).
The NIR survey onsists of observation in 3 medium bands Y(λ/δλ = 1034/80nm), J1(λ/δλ =
1190/130nm), J2(λ/δλ = 1320/130nm) and one broad band H(λ/δλ = 1650/300nm), see Fig.
3.5 for the full COMBO-17+4 lter set. The supplement of 4 NIR lters to the COMBO-
17 survey allows to reah galaxies with reliable redshift out to z=2.1. The NIR data were
arried out with the wide eld IR amera Omega2000 attahed to the 3.5m telesope at the
Calar Alto Observatory in Spain. Three original targets from the COMBO-17 survey are
observed in NIR: Abell 901, Abell 226 and S11, see Table 2.1 for the oordinates. Sine the
Calar Alto Observatory is loated in the northern hemisphere the two other original targets
of the COMBO-17 survey, the two southern eld: SGP and CDFS, have been exluded from
the COMBO-17+4 survey due to their low delination on the sky. Eah eld has a dimension
of 30′ × 30′ thus the total overage of COMBO-17+4 survey is an area of 0.77 square degree
on the sky (about 4 time the size of the moon).
Field Name Right Asension (J2000) Delination (J2000)
A901 09
h
56
m
17
s
-10
◦
01
′
00
′′
A226 01
h
39
m
00
s
-10
◦
11
′
00
′′
S11 11
h
42
m
58
s
-01
◦
42
′
50
′′
Table 2.1: COMBO-17+4 Survey Field Coordinates
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2.3 The Sienti Goals of the Survey
In order to probe the galaxy evolution in the interesting epoh between 1<z<2, the goals
pursued by the COMBO 17+4 survey are multiple:
•The survey will provide very aurate δz < 0.03(1 + z) photometri redshifts, SEDs and
masses for a large sample of several thousands of galaxies between 1 < z < 2, providing for
the rst time the largest sample of galaxies in that redshift range.
• COMBO-17+4 will improve the determination of the stellar mass sine the optial data do
not properly over the spetral ontribution of the old stars whih ontain most of the mass.
The NIR data gives aess to the information ontained in the old stellar population of high
redshift galaxies with z>1 (whih are too faint in the optial regime to be observed) and thus
allows us to improve the determination of their stellar mass.
•The survey aim to establish the luminosity funtion for the red sequene and blue galaxies
in the redshift range 1 < z < 2.
•In order to investigate the galaxy mass assembly, the mass funtion for the red sequene and
blue galaxies between 1 < z < 2 is also aimed.
2.4 Survey Status
The COMBO-17+4 survey originally targets 3 elds, A901, A226 and S11, see Tab.2.1. At
the time this thesis projet started the A901 and the S11 eld were the only targets for
whih the optial data were available and fully analysed. Even though the A226 eld is the
only eld whih has been suessfully ompleted in NIR its optial ounterpart has not been
fully analysed yet, therefore the A226 is not inluded in this study. Furthermore, due to bad
weather, the S11 eld is still too shallow in the NIR, data aquisition for this eld still has to
be ompleted. Consequently, the S11 eld is also not part of this thesis. Nevertheless the A901
eld is the most interesting eld to probe galaxy evolution sine it ontains the super luster
Abell 901/A902 entred at z=0.165 and gives the opportunity to study galaxy evolution for
galaxies in lusters and in the eld.
2.5 The Super Cluster Abell 901/902 to Probe Galaxy Evolution
The Abell 901-eld has been hosen to investigate galaxy evolution out to z=2 in the frame of
this thesis. The A901-eld is also targeted by the multi-wavelength survey STAGES (Spae
Telesope A901/A902 Galaxy Evolution Survey) whih provides HST-ACS imaging, XMM
and GALEX overage, 2dF spetrosopy and Spitzer photometry between 3.6µ and 24µ. The
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STAGES ollaboration investigates prinipally the physial drivers of galaxy evolution aross
a wide range of environments and luminosity, for more details see Gray et al. (2009).
2.6 Ongoing Ground Based Infrared Surveys
In the last few years a great number of NIR surveys to probe galaxy formation and evolution
have emerged. Figure 2.1 shows the harateristi of ongoing multi-wavelength imaging and
spetrosopi ground based surveys whih inlude deep NIR and give the position of the
COMBO-17+4 survey among them in terms of surveyed area and depth.
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Figure 2.1: Depth and surveyed area of ongoing multi-wavelength surveys inluding NIR data.
For the COMBO-17+4 survey, the depth in the H-band is given as a referene sine the survey
does not arry out K-band observations.
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The majority of those surveys use only broad band photometry exept for NEWFIRM and
COSMOS
1
whih also inlude medium-bands lters allowing a better photometri redshift
auray. Despite of the use of NIR photometry, most of those surveys have so far only
investigated the z<1 Universe. On the other hand, surveys like VVDS, UKIDSS, COSMOS,
MUSYC, FIREWORKS and NEWFIRM have extended their investigation out to z∼2. All
these surveys ombined will provide a profusion of data and results providing more information
about galaxy formation and evolution sine z∼2.
1
see list of aronyms at the beginning of this doument for the meaning of the surveys names.
Chapter 3
From Photons to Photometry
The main body of this hapter explains the NIR data redution whih leads to the photometry.
Obtaining the NIR photometry was one of the major ontributions of this thesis. Aurate
photometry measurements allows us to derive aurate olours whih are the ornerstone for a
reliable objet lassiation neessary for assigning photometri redshift and Spetral Energy
Distribution (SED) for eah galaxy. This hapter explains eah neessary step involved in the
data redution proess to orret the NIR data olleted by the telesope and allow the study
of galaxy evolution through osmi time. This hapter presents rst the harateristi of the
infrared sky, followed by the desription of the instrument used to ollet the NIR data and the
observational strategy used in the frame of the COMBO-17+4 survey. The NIR observations
used in the frame of this study are also presented.
3.1 The Atmosphere in Near Infrared
To better understand the proedure used to perform the data redution and the type of data
the COMBO-17+4 survey are dealing with, it ould be helpful to rst spend a few words to
desribe the sky in infrared. The Earth's atmosphere possesses a high transmission window
between ∼ 320nm to ∼ 2.6µm making optial and infrared observations possible for a ground
based telesope. However, in infrared, the atmosphere is not ompletely transparent. Water
vapour and CO2 moleules being the main ause of absorption, lters are arefully designed
to avoid the strongest absorption lines, see Fig. 3.1. Moreover, the infrared sky brightness
is dominated by many emission lines. In the NIR regime from ∼950nm to ∼2.6µm, the sky
bakground is dominated by narrow hydroxyl (OH
−
) emission lines also alled airglow. Figure
3.1 shows the intensity of the (OH
−
) emission lines in the J- and H-bands. Infrared images
have high bakground level due to the airglow and moreover airglow varies temporally and
spatially. A study on the NIR sky brightness at the Calar Alto Observatory was reently
done by Sánhez et al. (2008). This study shows that the (OH
−
) emission varies during the
day and are stronger during daytime and during twilight. They also observe that the (OH
−
)
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emission lines derease in intensity by a fator 2 or 3 in one or two hours after the twilight,
and does not inrease again until just before the sunrise (Sánhez et al. 2008). A study by
Fassbender (2003) shows that, at any time of the night, a variation between 10%-20% of the sky
bakground level an be expeted every ∼10 min in the H-band. In photometry, to obtain the
ux measurement of a given soure, we need to know the ontribution of the sky bakground
emission surrounding that soure. We have to keep in mind that the NIR sky bakground
varies temporally and spatially during the data aquisition whih auses a diret impat on
the manner the data redution is performed. Fortunately, to rst order this is deal suiently
well by our photometry software whih subtrat the loal time-averaged bakground around
eah objet.
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Figure 3.1: Left top: Atmospheri transmission window in the NIR with orresponding lter
names, adaptation from Cox (2000). Left bottom: Moleules whih ontribute to atmospheri
absorption in the NIR regime, Cox (2000). Right: Airglow aused by the OH
−
emission lines
in the J- and H-band from Herbst (1994), no data for the Y-band are available in the literature.
3.2 The Omega2k Camera
The OMEGA2k amera (PI: H-J Röser) has been reated for surveys like COMBO-17+4 and
HIROCS whih are part of the MANOS projet. The aim of the amera is to provide wide eld
high quality images to probe the distant Universe in the infrared. The OMEGA2k detetor
onsist of a foal plane array (FPA #77) of type HAWAII-2, see Fig. 3.11. The detetor array
ontains 2048×2048 pixels and its sensitive from 850 to 2500 nm. The amera is mounted at
the prime fous of the 3.5m telesope at the Calar Alto Observatory, see Fig. 3.2. With a pixel
size of 0.45 arse/pixel the amera has a wide eld of view of 15.4′ × 15.4′ (Baumeister et al.
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2003). Wide eld imager ameras often suer from eld distortions but one of the advantages
of the OMEGA2k amera is that the distortion is negligible aross the entire eld of view
(Röser 2006). The detetor is divided in 4 quadrants eah ontaining 8 hannels. The amera
oers several reading modes, the one used for the COMBO-17+4 survey observations is the
Line Interlaed Read (LIR) whih is the most time eient mode (Kovás 2006). The amera
ryostat ontains 3 lter wheels with a possibility of several dierent narrow, medium and
broad band lters. For more details on the OMEGA2k amera and a haraterization of its
detetor and its dierent readings mode see Kovás (2006).
Figure 3.2: Left: Design of the wide eld near infrared amera OMEGA2k. Middle: The
amera attahed at the prime fous of the 3.5m Cassegrain telesope. Right: Dome of the
3.5m telesope at Calar Alto Observatory.
3.3 Observational Strategy
The A901-eld has a size of 30′ × 30′ and was originally targeted by the Wide-Field imager
(WFI) amera in La Silla Observatory. Sine the eld of view of the OMEGA2k amera is
15.4′ × 15.4′ 4 pointings were required to over the A901-eld entirely. To this end, the full
eld has been divided into 4 subelds named A, B, C and D, see Figure 3.3. The 4 subelds
were observed in 4 NIR lters inluding 3 medium band lters: Y, J1, J2 and the broad band
H. The harateristis of the NIR lters used are listed in Tab.3.1 and the lter transmission
urves are shown in Figure 3.5.
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During the data aquisition the tehnique of dithering was applied. Dithering is a tehnique
used frequently in astronomy. The tehnique onsists of taking several exposures and moving
slightly the position of the telesope relatively to the eld entre between eah exposure. In
this way an objet does not fall in the same pixel on dierent images. Frequent dithering
allows a given pixel to see pure sky in most of the images. Figure 3.4 depits this tehnique,
the pixel A sees the pure sky in frame 1 to 4 but pixel B only in frame 1 and 2. When a
median is alulated through the stak of images the objet signal is eliminated and the result
is a frame with pure sky only. This method allows a good sky bakground determination. All
images taken at the telesope in the frame of the COMBO-17+4 survey were dithered.
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Figure 3.3: Optial omposite image of the A901-eld. The eld is divided in 4 subelds
named A, B, C and D. The irle show the galaxy lusters A901a, A901α, A901b and A902
as well as the South West galaxy group.
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Figure 3.4: Stak of images with dithering from Röser (2006). In order to determine the sky
bakground ontribution, the images are aligned pixel-wise thus the pixel A sees the pure sky
in frame 1 to 4 and pixel B in frame 1 and 2.
Filter Central FWHM 5%ut o 5%ut o
Name Wavelength (nm) nm nm nm
Y 1034 75 988 1079
J1 1198 95 1141 1254
J2 1302 106 1239 1364
H 1647 266 1502 1797
Table 3.1: Charateristis of the OMEGA2k lters used for the COMBO-17+4 survey.
3.4 NIR Observations
The NIR observations were arried out over several runs between Deember 2005 and April
2008. Table 3.2 and 3.3 summarize the observations olleted for this study. The total inte-
gration time reahed in eah subeld in eah lter is shown in Tab. 3.4. Due to repetitive
bad weather during the dierent observation runs, only the subeld A, B and C (i.e. 3/4 of
the entire eld) have been observed with a suient depth to reah useful magnitude limits
for reliable photometry of faint objets in the eld. As we an see on Tab. 3.4 the subeld D
is far too shallow due to a lak of data in the J2- and H-band lter;
1
therefore this subeld
is not inluded in the data analysis. The results presented in this thesis are based on data
from the A901 subeld A, B and C only (representing an area of 0.2 square degrees on the sky).
Eah image in the H-band is a 60 se exposure whih onsists of a oaddition of 20 frames
having 3 seonds exposure eah. The J2-band images are 80 seonds exposures whih are a
oaddition of 8 images having 10 seond exposure. The J1-band images are 100 exposures
whih are a oaddition of 5 images with 20 seonds and nally the Y-band images are 100
1
Observations in subelds A, B and C have been obtained in Spring 2009 to omplete the survey.
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Figure 3.5: Transmission urves for the 21 lters used in the COMBO-17+4 survey.
seonds exposures with 10 images of 10 seond oadded. Table 3.4 gives the total integration
time obtained, all lters ombined it is more than 1300 images whih have been proessed for
this study.
In order to perform the data redution, alibration frames are required. They have been
taken besides the siene frame for eah ampaign. The alibration series onsists of a series
of dark exposures with inreasing integration time, series of dome atelds with inreasing
integration time and a series of dusk or dawn sky atelds. The alibration series allows to
reates Bad Pixel Masks and Flatelds whih are explained in the next setions.
The quality of the data an be haraterized by the seeing
2
of the images. The seeing
measurement of the images are shown in Fig. 3.6 for eah lter and subeld. The seeing
ranges from ∼0.85′′ to ∼ 1.5′′ depending on the subelds and the lters. For the photometry
only images with seeing <1.5
′′
have been used, see .2.15 for photometry proedures.
2
The seeing is a measure of the blurring of an image aused by the turbulene of the Earth's atmosphere.
In ideal ondition a point-like soure (e.g. stars) is represented as a diration pattern with a entral peak,
the seeing is the measure of the FWHM of the distribution.
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Figure 3.6: Histograms of the seeing distribution among the frames of dierent A901-subelds
in the four NIR bands of the COMBO-17+4 survey.
3.5 Data Redution Sheme
During the observations the photons emitted by distant galaxies are olleted by the detetor
of a amera. Unfortunately the detetors used are never perfet, for example their sensitivity
ould be unequal or some of their pixels ould be defetive. These intrinsi imperfetions must
be orreted before any further analysis of an astronomial image. In addition, every pixel
of the detetor hit by high energy partiles (osmi rays) has to be orreted. This set of
orretions applied to raw images oming from a telesope is alled the data redution. The
goal of the data redution is to provide images free of imperfetions ready to alulate the
photometry. The data redution is a very important step whih must be done arefully to
be able to ahieve an aurate photometry. The data redution was performed with the soft-
ware ESO-MIDAS (European Southern Observatory Munih Image Data Analysis System).
MIDAS is developed and maintained by the European Southern Observatory. Under MIDAS
the pakage MPIAPHOT developed by Röser & Meisenheimer (1991) was used for the data
redution and the photometry. The MPIAPHOT pakage was used for every step of the data
redution exempt for the atelding, the sky bakground modelling and subtration and the
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dark subtration where the OMEGA2k data redution pipeline developped by Fassbender
(2003) was used.
The data redution proess is depited in Figure 3.7. The next setions of this hapter
desribe in detail eah step of this proess. As an overview, the general data redution pro-
edure works as follows: for a set of data of a ertain subeld (A, B or C) taken in the same
lter (Y, J1, J2 or H), the raw images and a normalised ateld image are used as input in the
O2K-pipeline. The pipeline divides eah image by the normalised ateld image, then the sky
bakground is determined and subtrated from eah image. The output of the O2K-pipeline
are atelded and sky-subtrated images for whih the averaged sky level has been kept.
3
The next step is to orret for bad pixels and osmi rays with the help of a bad pixel mask
and a mosai-median image. Then, several of the fully redued single images with similar
seeing are summed pixelwise by groups of 5 images. The dimension of eah output summed
frame is the ommon area of the 5 input individual frames. The nal output are fully redued
images whih are ready for the photometry.
3.6 Dark Current Corretion
The dark urrent subtration is generally the rst orretion applied to the raw images. The
dark urrent is due to the thermal exitation of the eletrons in the ondutive bands of the
detetor. The dark urrent is always present even if the detetor is not illuminated, and is a
funtion of time and temperature. By ooling down to 78K, the OMEGA2k detetor's dark
urrent beomes very low, only <0.03 e−/sec are produed by the dark urrent (Fassbender
2003). Sine the integration time of a single NIR image is short (∼ 3sec), the dark urrent
amounts to a few eletrons only. Nevertheless, these additional ounts have been removed by
a subtration of the dark urrent from the sienti raw images. To remove the right amount
of dark urrent one needs to subtrat a dark urrent frame with the same integration time
as the raw images. The information of the dark urrent is ontained in the sky bakground
model reated by the O2k-pipeline for eah individual raw image. Hene, by subtrating the
sky bakground model from the raw images, the dark urrent is also subtrated.
3.7 Flateld Corretion
One of the major orretions applied to the raw images obtained by the telesope is the so
alled at eld orretion. The aim is to orret rstly the pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variation
and seondly the global non homogeneous sensitivity of the detetor. This pixel-to-pixel sen-
sitivity shows xed patterns on the image and thus is also alled xed pattern noise (FPN),
see Fig. 3.8. The pixel to pixel sensitivity variation omes from the fat that eah pixel ell
3
That is, we subtrat only the small-sale variation of the sky bakground with respet to its global value.
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Figure 3.7: Data redution sheme used to treat the NIR raw images from the OMEGA2k am-
era in the farme of the COMBO-17+4 survey.
unit may ontain dierent levels of impurities. On the other hand, the non-uniform sensitivity
aross the detetor (the variation of the quantum eieny (QE)) is aused by the non-uniform
thikness of the photosensitive layer whih overs the detetor (Kovás 2006) .
The pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variation as well as the global sensitivity variation of the de-
tetor must be orreted in a multipliative way. The ateld orretion tehnique onsists of
onstruting a at eld image from a series of dome ats and/or sky ats and dividing eah
sienti image by this normalised ateld image. Sine the xed pattern noise depends on the
wavelength, a ateld image is needed for eah lter used during an observational night (i.e.
the Y-, J1-, J2- and H-band). To map the FPN and the detetor global sensitivity variation
we need uniformly illuminated images, hene the sky illumination during twilight is used to
illuminate the detetor. A sky at series, whih onsists of a series of images of the sky, is
taken for eah ampaign and is used to map the sensitivity variation of the detetor. For the
sky at series a blank eld (ideally with no stars) is targeted by the telesope, avoiding any
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bright stars whih ould introdue unwanted patterns or saturate the images of the sky at
alibration series. To prevent the remaining stars from always falling on the same pixels of
the detetor, a telesope oset of a few ar seonds has been applied between eah exposure
of the series (i.e. dithering, see Fig. 3.4). The OMEGA2k aquisition software (Fassben-
der 2003) provides an eient routine whih maximizes the number of sky ats taken during
the short twilight time. The routine automatially alulates the level of the bakground
and adapts the exposure time to the hanging light onditions to ensure that the ount level
is maintained around 15000 ounts. When the exposure times get too long or too short the
program stops. A sky at series has been taken for eah lter used for eah observational night.
A representative at eld image is reated with the MPIAPHOT routine FLAT/AVERAGE
using the skyat series. The routine aligns the stak of sky at images by pixel oordinates.
Sine the images are dithered with respet to eah other, an objet never falls onto the same
pixel. The routine looks through eah same pixel of the stak of images and determines the
median value. Pixel value above a ertain κ-threshold are exlude of the median determination,
preventing any osmi or bad pixel to bias the median value. The routine FLAT/AVERAGE
also reates an RMS image whih ontains the residuals (faint stars and osmi events). In
the median ltering proess a κ-threshold value of 5-σ has been suient to remove faint
stars and osmi events. The result is a at eld image ontaining the global variation of the
sensitivity of the detetor and the pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variation. In order to be used by
the O2k-pipeline, the at eld image is then normalised to one by dividing the at eld image
by its median value. Before inputting this normalised at eld image in the O2k-pipeline to
orret the raw images for the FPN and the global sensitivity variation, we need to orret
the at eld for stray light if neessary as disussed in the next setion.
Figure 3.8 shows an example of a normalised at eld image reated from a sky at series
observed in the H-band lter. On the left panel we see the global sensitivity of the detetor.
The darker region on the upper left has a ount level around 0.80 while the region in green
in the lowest part of the detetor has a ount level around 1.20, meaning that the global
sensitivity varies about 40% aross the detetor. Similar results are found for atelds in the
medium bands Y, J1 and J2. The quality of eah at eld reated for eah observational night
has been tested. Results show that a raw image whih has been divided by a at eld has a
noise level whih is ∼20% of the expeted photon noise whih is not perfet but aeptable.
3.8 Stray Light Corretion
The OMEGA2k amera suers from a stray light (or internal reetion light) problem. Stray
light appears on every single image taken with the amera, forming a ring pattern entred in the
middle of the detetor, see Figure 3.9. The origin of this stray light is not yet fully understood
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Figure 3.8: Normalised at eld in the broad band H (λ = 1647nm). The left panel shows the
global variation of the sensitivity of the detetor of the amera OMEGA2k. The right panel
shows a zoom into the image, the pixel-to-pixel variation beomes apparent. The olour ut
is between 0.80 ounts(dark blue) to 1.20 ounts (green).
but likely omes from some reeted light by an optial surfae in the OMEGA2k amera.
The intensity of the stray light is more or less pronouned depending on the lter used.
No relation has been found between the intensity of the stray light and the wavelength (i.e.
no monotoni trend was found as a funtion of the wavelength λ). It has been found that the
stray light is muh more intense in the J2 lter for whih it ontributes an additive 10% of
the ux. For the J1 and the Y lter the stray light ontributes about 5% and for the H lter
the ontribution is negligible with less than 0.5%. Stray light ontribution an be ignored in
the siene images sine the photometry routines will subtrat it orretly as a bakground
ontribution. However, the stray light ontribution ould severely orrupt the at elds. For
example, a entral enhanement of the at eld exposure by 10% an mimi a entral inrease
of sensitivity whih is not present. So orreting for it would inorretly derease the ontri-
bution of objets by 10%. Great are has to be taken to remove any stray light ontribution
from the at eld exposure. Aordingly, it is most important to subtrat the ring pattern to
the at eld images. Sine the sienti images are divided by the at eld image, if the at
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eld ontains the additive ontribution of the ring, the sienti images would be divided by a
wrong bakground shape, thus the ring pattern is removed rst from the ateld image. The
stray light orretion has been applied for atelds in the Y, J1 and J2 bands. The method
used to orret for the stray light is done in 3 steps: for a given normalised at eld image
the ring is rst isolated then modeled and nally subtrated from the original at eld image.
The detailed proedure is the following:
•In order to isolate the ring from the at eld image, a model of the bakground shape of the
at eld image has been reated by tting a 2 dimensional polynomial funtion with the help
of the MIDAS ommand FIT/FLAT, resulting of an image of pure bakground. By dividing
the original at eld by the bakground model the ontribution of the ring has been isolated
in a separate image.
•The ring is then modeled with the MPIAPHOT routine FINDRING whih transforms
an image from Cartesian oordinates x,y to polar oordinates r,θ with a given entre. The
exat entre of the detetor (in pixel oordinates) has been used sine the ring pattern is
well aligned with this one. The routine interpolates and smoothes the image in the r2 and θ
diretion with a given window size of 10 by 10 pixels. The result is a frame ontaining the
smooth model of the ring, whih is then multiplied by the model of the bakground to reover
the varying sensitivity gradient over the ring. This results in a model of the ring whih
ontains the additive ontribution plus the shape of the global detetor sensitivity gradient.
•This elaborate model of the ring is nally subtrated from the original at eld image.
This normalised ateld image free of stray light is used as input in the O2K-pipeline
whih performs the atelding. In the atelding proess the raw images are divided by the
ring-free at eld image. Sine the stray light pattern is present in every raw image, the result
is images orreted for the FPN and the global variation of the sensitivity but whih still
ontain the additive ontribution of the stray light. The ring pattern is then removed at the
level of the sky subtration whih is the next step performed by the pipeline as desribed in
the next setion.
3.9 Sky Determination and Subtration
The OMEGA2000 data redution pipeline (or o2k-pipeline) from Fassbender (2003) has been
used to perform the sky bakground modelling and subtration. As we have seen in 3.1, the
NIR sky bakground varies in shape and intensity on a short timesale. For example in the
H-band the sky is said to be "stable" for a period of only about 10 min. For a typial sequene
of data aquisition of 40 min, the shape and the intensity of the sky bakground ould be
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Figure 3.9: Flat eld image in the narrow band J2 (λ = 1302nm). On the left one an see the
reeted light whih produes a ghost image of the telesope prime mirror in the entre of the
image, on the right the stray light has been removed.
totally dierent between the rst and the last image of the sequene, sine the images are
taken hronologially with the amera. The method applied by the O2k-pipeline to determine
the bakground is to use n number of images prior and subsequent to a given image position in
the stak. Best results are obtained by using 5 images braketing the respetive image. This
means that for a given image the sky bakground is determined using a stak of images on-
taining the 5 frames taken before the given image and the 5 frames taken after the given image.
Figure 3.10 from Fassbender (2003) shows the dierent steps involved in the sky modeling
proess performed the O2k-pipeline. First, the O2k-pipeline loads a stak of images all taken
in the same given lter. Sine the dierent images of the stak are oset from eah other
(dithered Fig. 3.4) an astronomial objet does not fall always on the same pixel. Seond, the
O2k-pipeline aligns all the frames pixelwise and for eah pixel olumn through the stak of
input images, the pixel values are extrated and sorted. The sky signal is determined in eah
pixel of eah image of the stak of images by taking the median or the minimum value from
the sorted pixel olumn values. For our purpose, the mode outlier-lipping has been used to
reate the sky model. In this mode the pixel ontaining a value a given κ − σ above median
(for our purpose 3−σ has been used) are exluded from the median determination. For eah
pixel the median sky value is thus determined and saved in a sky model array. This sky frame
is then subtrated from the sienti image of the stak.
Using the sky subtrated images, a seond iteration alled the double bakground sub-
tration as been performed by the O2k-pipeline. This seond iteration is applied beause in
the proximity of bright star halos or objets whih extend larger than the dither pattern, the
median sky value is distorted. In order to better extrat the sky bakground level in these
regions, the O2k-pipeline performs a seond iteration in the bakground determination using
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an objet mask. In this step the objets having a κ-threshold > 1.2−σ are masked out by an
objet mask reated by the pipeline. The masked regions are projeted onto the raw frame
and replaed by the loal median value determined from the losest unmasked pixels. As in
the rst iteration the median sky value is determined for eah frame and subtrated. At the
end the ux level of the image is preserved by adding the mean ount level of the bakground
after the bakground subtration.
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Figure 3.10: Shema of the sky modeling from Fassbender (2003). The solid blak irle on
the dierent frames of the image stak represent the same astronomial objet whih falls in a
dierent pixel due to the dithering. The dierent shade of grey in the pixel olumns represents
the dierent ount level, from low ount level (light grey) to high ount level (blak).
3.9.1 Quadrant Struture Corretion
Quadrant strutures ould appear in the images taken with the OMEGA2k amera due to a
ombination of passing louds and the reading mode of the detetor. The OMEGA2k amera
detetor is omposed of four eletronially independent quadrants. Eah quadrant is read
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in the way shown in Figure 3.11. The mode used for the data aquisition is the LIR (Line
Interlaed Read). In this mode eah line of the detetor is read-reset and read again before the
integration start. The seond readout provides the reset level of the detetor. For more details
about the dierent reading mode of the OMEGA2k detetor see Kovás (2006) as well as
the OMEGA2k User's Manual (Röser 2006). However, if louds pass aross our eld of view
and suddenly inrease the ount level between the reset and the next aquisition, the reset
value will be too high ompared to the real ount level. This phenomenon produes quadrant
strutures in the images, Fig. 3.11 (right panel). When this ours, the quadrant strutures in
a given frame have to be attened before using them as input in the O2k-pipeline in order to
ensure objets reognition possible during the sky modelling proess. The quadrant strutures
appear mostly in images taken in the broad band H and the medium band J2 data whih are
the most sensitive to water vapour. This quadrant pattern appears only if some low altitude
louds happen to pass over during the data aquisition, whih is not often the ase but the
frame must be orreted if this ours. For images having quadrant strutures the bakground
of the images has been smoothed and subtrated. After the quadrant strutures have been
attened, the variation aross the juntion of the four quadrants is less than 1%.
Figure 3.11: Left: Shema of the reading mode of the OMEGA2k amera detetor. Right:
Quadrant struture in a sky subtrated frame from the A901 subeld B in H-band, we see
that at the juntion of the quadrants the sky level is unequal.
3.10 Build a Bad Pixel Mask
The OMEGA2k amera detetor ontains approximately 1% bad pixels on his array. A bad
pixel is a pixel for whih the response to the illumination of the detetor is not linear. A bad
pixel an be a hot pixel, a dead pixel or simply a pixel for whih the response is not linear.
A hot pixel is a pixel whih seems to be always illuminated and in ontrary a dead pixel is a
pixel whih seems to never be illuminated. Bad pixels must be identied and orreted sine
the information they ontain is meaningless and an orrupt the photometry of an objet. In
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order to orret for the bad pixels, a bad pixel mask is reated. Bad pixels are replaed by
a median value using the same tehnique as the osmi rays orretion whih is explained in
.3.11.
The tehnique used to identify the bad pixels utilize dierent alibration frames. A series
of dark and dome at frames with dierent exposure times from 2s to 100s are used. For the
dome at series one must be sure to use an appropriate lamp power to illuminate the dome
and thus avoid saturating the detetor. For the OMEGA2k amera one expets the detetor
to be linear up to 30 000 ounts. Whatever the lter used for the dome at series the lamp
must be dim enough to reah ∼ 30 000 ounts in a integration time of t ∼ 100 seonds. As
an example, Figure 3.12 shows the response in ounts as a funtion of the exposure time for a
set of 12 entral pixels belonging to the OMEGA2k detetor (the FPA#77 detetor). We see
that the response is linear until 30000 ounts. For every pixel of the detetor a linear t has
been performed through a stak of dome ats frames with inreasing exposure time. A slope,
a onstant and RMS are derived from the t and are analysed to identify the bad pixels.
Exposure time (sec)
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Figure 3.12: Linearity regime of the detetor FPA#77 in the OMEGA2k IR amera. Eah
symbol represents the behaviour of a single pixel of the detetor through a series of dome ats
with inreasing integration time from 2s to 100s.
The distribution of the dierent slope values derived from the linear t is shown in the
Figure 3.13 (top left panel). The pixels whih have a slope value deviating by more than 3σ of
the mean slope value are agged as bad pixels. About 5500 bad pixels have been agged this
way. The root mean square (RMS) values resulting from the linear t represent the satter of
the pixel values around the t and is also used to nd bad pixels. The pixels whih deviate
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from a linear behaviour have a high RMS value. Pixels were agged bad pixels if their RMS
values were >5σ of the mean RMS value. The RMS values histogram is shown on Fig. 3.13
(top right panel). About 1200 bad pixels have been found this way. Bad pixels an also be
found by using the distribution of onstant values added to the linear t, Fig. 3.13 (bottom
panel). Pixels with a very low <3σ (dead pixels) or a very high >3σ (hot pixels) onstant
value are agged as bad pixels. About 22000 bad pixels have been found by this latter method.
Figure 3.13: On the upper left the histogram of the slope values derived from a linear t
through a stak of dome at frames with inreasing exposure time. On the upper right the
histogram of the RMS values, the bottom panel shows the histogram of the distribution of the
onstant values.
An eient way to reate a bad pixel mask is to ombine the bad pixels found with the slope
values, the RMS values and the onstant values distributions. The result is shown in Figure
3.14. Eah bad pixel is shown in blak while good pixels are in white. We an distinguish a
bad pixel line in the middle left bottom quadrant. This bad pixel mask ontains ∼28000 bad
pixels (0.7% of all detetor pixels). An individual bad pixel mask is reated for eah dierent
observational ampaign sine eah time the amera is dismounted the amount of bad pixel
hanges.
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Figure 3.14: Bad pixel mask reated to ag the deviating pixels of the OMEGA2k detetor.
The bad pixels are shown in blak while the good pixels are shown in white. Not all bad pixels
are visible on the image sine the resolution of this doument is not high enough to see all of
them.
3.11 Cosmi Rays and Bad Pixels Corretion
Cosmi rays are high energy harged partiles whih produe spurious signals when they hit
the detetor and thus an orrupt the photometry of an objet. They must be identied
and replaed before attempting any photometry. The osmi ray removal has been done with
MPIAPHOT pakages with the help of a mosai median image reated from the sky sub-
trated frames from all pointings. The aim of the mosai median image is to be able to orret
pixels hit by osmi rays whih are loated on the edge of the frames and at the juntion
between the dierent subeld where the overage is not suient if we use dithered frames
from only one same subeld (pointing). Sine the frames are dithered from eah other there
is small overlap at the juntion between frames from dierent pointings. For eah of the NIR
lters: Y, J1, J2 and H, a mosai median image is reated and used to perform the osmi and,
at the same time, the bad pixel orretion in eah individual frame. To perform the osmi
orretion the proedure is done in 3 steps:
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•First, a mosai median image is reated out of the assemblage of all individual frames from
all pointings.
•Seond, eah individual frames is ompared with the mosai median image and deviating
pixel are agged.
•Third, the agged pixels in the individual frames are replaed by the median value from the
mosai median image.
In more detail, for eah of the NIR lter Y, J1, J2 and H, a mosai median image is
reated with a set of MOSAIC routines oered by the MPIAPHOT pakage. First a referene
table ontaining bright stars aross all the A901-eld in gnomoni oordinates relative to
the projetion entre has been reated. The referene table oordinates are projeted into
eah frame (gnomoni projetion)
4
. Then, a mosai image is built by inserting all individual
gnomoni frames from all pointings (subeld A, B and C) at the right position in a large output
image. During the mosai assembling, for eah pixel, a median value is alulated by looking at
the values in that pixel position through the stak of dierent dithered individual frames. The
resulting mosai ontains the alulated median values for eah of its pixels. A median value
is obtained only if a pixel is overed by at least 3 frames otherwise the pixel is agged and will
not be use for the photometry. The entre of the mosai is never a problem sine it is overed
by several frames. This is not the ase in the extreme border of the mosai were sometimes
only one or two frames overlap.
5
In the next step, eah pixel value from eah individual frame
is ompared to the pixel value in the mosai image at that given position. If the pixel value
from the individual frame deviates by more that 5σ of the median value, this pixel is agged
as a osmi. In a seond iteration, the neighbourhood of eah deteted osmi is analysed, this
time pixels whih deviate for more than 2.5σ are agged as osmi. For eah frame a osmi
mask whih ontains the position of the pixel hit by a osmi event is reated. The bad pixel
orretion is performed at the same time as the osmi orretion. The position of the bad
pixels are known from the bad pixel mask. Frames from the same observational ampaign are
assoiated to their respetive bad pixel mask (BPM). For eah frame the gnomoni projetion
of the BPM is alulated and added to the osmi mask. Then, the deviating bad pixels in
the individual frames are replaed by the median value ontained in the median mosai image
for that pixel. The osmi masks ontain the positions of the bad pixels and the pixels hit
by osmis in the gnomoni frames, making it possible to reover those pixels in the original
frames by applying a bak transformation of the gnomoni projetion. After the osmi and
the bad pixel orretion, the frames are fully orreted and ready for the photometry.
4
The gnomoni projetion is the projetion of points on the surfae of a sphere from a sphere's entre to a
point onto a tangential plane.
5
The objets loated in the extreme edges of the mosai where the osmi and bad pixel orretion were
not possible are exluded from our objet atalogue.
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3.12 Frame Summation
Ideally, to have a better estimation of the uxes measurements and their errors, the photometry
should be performed using every single redued image. Beause of the limited apaity in the
MIDAS table les, the number of images used to perform the photometry had to be redued.
For this reason the images are summed by groups. The summation has been performed with
the MPIAPHOT routine SUM/IMAGE whih alulates a straight-forward pixelwise sum-
mation. The summation proess is integer pixel based and the resulting summed image has
the dimension of the ommon area of all input frames.
The individual frames with a similar seeing (∆ ≤ 0.1′′) in a given lter have been summed
by groups of 5 whih was a good ompromise between the obtained S/N ratio of the summed
frame and number of frames available to perform the photometry. Grouping the single ex-
posure frames together allows to inrease the S/N of the resulting frames but unfortunately
deteriorates the seeing quality. In fat, for input frames of the exat same seeing the resulting
summed frame has its seeing inreased by ∼ 0.1′′ due to the frame alignment whih annot
reah a better auray. The summation proess is the last step of the data redution. The
images are now summed and fully redued.
3.13 Deep H-band Catalogue
A deep H-band soures atalogue used to identify the objets and obtain their photometry has
been extrated from our deep H-band mosai image. The H-band mosai image is built from
the sum of gnomoni images in the H-band from all pointings with the MPIAPHOT rou-
tine MOSAIC/SUMUP. The sum is a weighted sum in whih the input gnomoni images are
weighted aording to their depth. The weight is alulated as follows:
weight =
1
(transmission)× (background noise)2 × PSF 2
(3.1)
whih give the best results for point soures (Gabash 2004). The A901 H-band mosai image
is built from 114 summed frames among the 3 dierent pointings for a total exposure time of
texposure ∼ 11 600 se/pixel. The H-band mosai has a seeing of 1.03
′′
; sine the mosai image
is the result of a weighted sum only the best seeing images ontribute signiantly.
The software SExtrator (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) has been used to identify soures in the
H-band mosai deep image. The SExtrator default parameters have been used. In that ase
the minimum amount of pixels required to detet an objet is adjusted to the seeing of the
mosai. A threshold in units of S/N ratio of 4.7 has been used. This threshold xes the lower
limit on the magnitude error whih orresponds to 0m.21 of the total magnitude MAG_BEST
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alulated by SExtrator. Also, the minimum amount of pixels needed to identify an objet is
adjusted to the seeing of the image. SExtrator allows the use of a weighted image to weigh the
objet detetion aording to the dierent depths within the mosai image. Tests demonstrate
that better results are obtained by using a weighted image. In fat, the depth and the point
spread funtion in the 3 dierent mosai subelds varies a little due to the dierent integration
times reahed in eah individual subeld, see Table 3.4. Figure 3.15 shows the mosai image
whih has been used to derive the H-band atalogue.
The deep H-band soure atalogue has been ompared to the deep R-band soures atalogue
previously obtained by Wolf et al. (2003) to derive the original optial-only COMBO-17 pho-
tometry. The H-band atalogue reovers most of the soures deteted in the deep R-band
atalogue. The optially faint blue objets whih are too faint in the NIR are manifestly
missing in the new H-band atalogue but sine our study fouses on the red objets and high
redshift galaxies it is not essential to reover those blue faint objets. A detailed omparison
between the optial atalogue based on R-band and the new NIR atalogue based on H-band
will be disussed in the next hapter.
The optial photometry has to be re-derived based on the deep H-band soure atalogue
instead of the previous R-band atalogue. Thus, both the optial and NIR photometry of
COMBO-17+4 are based on this deep H-band soures atalogue. An area of 68
′′×76′′ entred
on the very bright star in the middle of the eld as been ut from the atalogue to avoid
spurious objets reated by the star halo. The resulting A901-eld soures atalogue ontains
a total of 31747 objets.
3.14 Gnomoni Projetion
The photometry is obtained by projeting the objet oordinates from the H-band atalogue
into eah frame and measuring the ux at that position. For this end, the position of 100 bright
unsaturated stars are ompared between the H-band atalogue and the individual frames. The
auray of the projetion is very good with≤ 0.1′′. Figure 3.16 shows an example of the satter
in the auray of the projetion for a frame versus the radius entred in the entre of the
frame, here the RMS value is 0.074′′. During the projetion proess the best guess PSF shape
is determined from the same bright stars used for the projetion. The PSF value determined
for eah summed frame is fundamental and used as input in the aperture photometry proess.
3.15 Photometry
One the frames are fully orreted and thus free of imperfetions due to the various phe-
nomena disussed previously, the ux of eah objet in the A901-eld an be measured. The
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Figure 3.15: Mosai image of the A901-eld in the H-band lter used to extrat the H-band
soure atalogue. The very bright Mira variable star with a magnitude K=5.75 and spetral
type M8 III (Gray et al. 2009) appears in the middle of the eld. The reader is invited to
ompare this image with the ounterpart optial image in Fig. 3.3, in NIR the distant galaxies
and red stars shine while blue stars and galaxies appear fainter.
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Figure 3.16: Auray of the gnomoni projetion for an image of the A901 subeld A. Error
on the position ∆_RAD as a funtion of the radius entred in the middle of the detetor.
photometry is performed using the EVALUATE/IMAGE routine from the MPIAPHOT pak-
age (Röser & Meisenheimer 1991). The routine performs a seeing adaptive weighted-aperture
photometry. In essene, the entral surfae brightness of an objet is measured on an individ-
ual frame onvolved to a ommon PSF of 1.7′′ FWHM. By proeeding that way, one obtains
a better estimate of the ux error measurements than performing the photometry diretly on
a single summed deep exposure. The routine hooses the neessary Gaussian smoothing to
reah a ommon eetive PSF of 1.7′′. The PSF is thus uniform in all frames in all of the
21 bands. The EVALUATE setup le used to perform the photometry an be found in the
Appendix B. Subsequently, all ux measurements from an individual lter are ombined into
a single deeper lter measurement using the routine CADIS/UNITE.
The ount rates are then onverted into physial units (photons/(s ·nm ·m2) for eah ux
measurement by alibrating the ounts with hosen standard stars for whih the spetrum have
been onvolved with the telesope and lter transmission urve (optis system eieny). As
we have seen, the whole A901-eld is omposed of a mosai of 3 subelds and eah subeld is
omposed of several dithered frames. Before alulating the photon ux for eah soure in a
given waveband, the relative ux must be alibrated among the dierent frames of that given
waveband. Standard stars in eah subeld have been seleted for this purpose. The standard
stars are used to adjust the ount-rate to ux onversion among the dierent frames in a given
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lter. After alibration the ux of the standard star is the same in eah frame in a given lter.
The objets ux in eah frame is resaled aordingly.
To alibrate the subeld A and C two standard stars have been used while four standard
stars have been used to alibrate the subeld B. The amount of standard stars used to ali-
brate eah subeld depends on the amount of good standard star andidates available in eah
subeld. The dierent standard stars have been seleted from the R-band atalogue aord-
ing to their magnitude, olour and spetral type. Sine we want to alibrate the NIR data
one should avoid very blue stars whih might be bright in the optial regime but too faint
in the NIR regime. Thus stars with a olour B-R∼0 and R<20 have been seleted. The last
requirement was the quality of the star spetra available in the Pikles (1998) spetral library,
see 4.3.1. Stars with a well behaved spetra in the NIR were seleted. The harateristi
of the standard stars used is presented in Table 3.5 and their SED are presented in Appendix A.
The nal step is to assemble the ux measurements (the photometry) from the 21 l-
ters together in a so alled flux table. The ux table is the nal produt obtained by the
MPIAPHOT pakage. This table ontains, among others, the position in world oordinates,
the ux and the magnitude in eah lter and their respetive errors for eah objet of the
atalogue. The derived ux table has the same struture as the optial R-band based ux
table derived by Wolf et al. (2003), where a desription of the ux table ontent is given.
3.16 Calibration Between Dierent Wavebands
A relative alibration among the dierent optial wavebands was ensured by using only a few
spetrophotometri standard stars in the A901-eld by Wolf et al. (2003). Spetra of those
standard stars were arried out in a photometri night and onneted to published standard
stars (Oke 1990). In this way, spetrophotometri standards were available in every single
exposure of the survey and no further alibration was required regardless of the photometri
onditions under whih the regular imaging was arried out.
3.17 Magnitude Limit
The depth reahed in eah lter has been alulated and is represented by Fig. 3.17. The
Figure shows the magnitude error versus the magnitude for all objets with errors below 0m.1
(10−σ) in the Y, J1, J2 and H lter. The 10−σ magnitude limit reahed is 22.0 in the Y lter,
21.5 in the J1 lter and 21.0 in the J2 and H lter. These error plots are useful to diagnosti
hidden problems in the data redution. Ideally, the data points form a parabola shape for whih
the position of the vertial branh vary aording to the depth of the survey. The thikness
of the branh (the satter) is due to the unequal depth reahed in the dierent subelds. The
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satter is larger in the Y-band due to the unequal depth reahed in dierent subelds, see
Tab. 3.4. The minimum error reahed for bright objets whih form the horizontal part of
the parabola is given by the photon noise. The satter at the bright end of the Y, J1 and J2
photometry is due to the FPN whih ouldn't be removed better. While not perfet the result
is aeptable.
Figure 3.17: Error versus Vega magnitude for objets belonging to A901-subelds A, B and C
in the COMBO-17+4 NIR bands.
3.18 Colour Calibration with Main Sequene Stars
For a reliable multi-olour lassiation it is neessary to input objets having well alibrated
olours, otherwise an objet having faulty (osetted) olours will be mislassied. Thus, prior
to the lassiation, the olours indies alibration has been heked by omparing the olours
indies of the point soures in our A901 atalogue with the star olours from the Pikles (1998)
spetral library. The latter is also used in the lassiation proess, thus the star olours from
the library should be onsistent with the star olours in our atalogue.
The main sequene stars, due to their well determined surfae temperatures, lie in pre-
dened regions in olour-olour plots. The alibration hek involves a visual omparison of
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olour-olour plots for all point soures of our atalogue whih have a magnitude 13<H<18.
Very bright point soures whih have a high S/N are used sine their satter is small in the
olour-olour plots due to their small uxes errors. There are 552 point soures in our ata-
logue whih were used for the olour alibration, all of whih have been pre-lassied as stars
by SExtrator. Figure 3.18 shows a seletion of olour-olour plots using the NIR olours.
Any alibration error from our atalogue would appear as an oset in the x or y diretion
relative to the library data point. The olour-olour plots shown in Fig. 3.18 have been olour
alibrated and show that our data points (blak) losely math those of the template (red).
The olour orretion values applied to math the olours from our atalogue to the spetral
template are listed in Tab. 3.6. The olour orretions are relative to the R-band whih is
our zeropoint established with spetrophotometri stars. For ertain olours suh as U-B and
I-J1 a olour error threshold as been applied. The olour error threshold for the U-B olour is
due to the U-band whih annot be better alibrated than a tenth of a magnitude. The olour
error threshold for the I-J1 omes form the relative alibration between optial and NIR whih
has a limited auray in the order of 7%. This visual olour alibration hek with the help
of Fig. 3.18 allows us to detet a olour shift of the order of & 0m.02 whih gives a lower limit
on the performane of the multi-olour lassiation.
3.19 Astrometry
The astrometry has been performed to obtain real sky oordinates for the objets in our at-
alogue whih up to now were in internal oordinates. The astrometry was performed with
IRAF (Tody 1993) using the 2MASS point soures atalogue. In the A901 eld there are
∼800 bright (H.16) stars in ommon with the 2MASS atalogue. Both atalogues have been
mathed and a very good astrometri auray of 0.1
′′
in RA and DEC has been ahieved.
The photometry ahieved one have in hands ux and magnitude in 21 lters for eah
objets in our atalogue. In order to analyse the stellar population in galaxies at dierent
redshift, one must obtain the objets photometri redshift and spetral energy distribution.
The next hapter go briey through the objet lassiation proess and SED template tting,
via the olours, to assign a redshift, an SED and a lass to eah objet in the atalogue.
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Subeld Filter Observation Integration Seeing Campaign
date time (se) arse name
A901a H Deember 2005 2520 1.00-1.35 242
H Deember 2007 4200 0.85-1.35 256e
H Deember 2007 1500 1.13-1.50 256d
H January 2008 1380 0.89-1.06 257
H Marh 2008 1500 0.76-0.93 257
J2 Deember 2005 1120 1.13-1.24 242
J2 Deember 2006 2960 0.89-1.24 250
J2 January 2008 1440 1.06-1.30 257
J2 Marh 2008 1600 0.82-1.50 257
J1 Deember 2005 1400 1.29-1.46 242
J1 February 2006 1700 1.15-1.34 244
J1 Deember 2007 3600 0.96-1.29 256e
J1 April 2008 1900 1.01-1.50 257d
Y Deember 2005 1600 1.11-1.23 242
Y Deember 2007 1500 1.13-1.45 256d
Y Deember 2007 1600 1.16-1.42 256e
Y January 2008 1300 1.24-1.50 257
Y Marh 2008 1500 1.23-1.39 257
Y April 2008 1400 0.86-1.12 257d
A901b H Deember 2005 1500 1.07-1.45 242
H February 2006 1500 0.80-1.15 244
H Deember 2007 4500 0.84-1.23 256e
H Deember 2007 1500 1.09-1.44 256d
H January 2008 1500 0.90-1.16 257
H April 2008 1800 1.19-1.50 257d
J2 Deember 2005 2240 1.08-1.46 242
J2 Deember 2006 2560 1.02-1.27 250
J2 January 2008 1920 1.10-1.50 257
J1 Deember 2005 1000 1.19-1.50 242
J1 February 2006 1000 1.36-1.50 244
J1 Deember 2007 3500 0.97-1.33 256e
J1 April 2008 1800 1.04-1.17 257d
Y Deember 2005 1600 1.11-1.23 242
Y Deember 2007 1200 1.15-1.50 256e
Y January 2008 1000 1.26-1.50 257
Y Marh 2008 1400 1.12-1.50 257
Table 3.2: Observations A901-eld (April 2008)
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Subeld Filter Observation Integration Seeing Campaign
date time (se) arse name
A901 H Deember 2005 1020 1.10-1.50 242
H Deember 2007 5880 0.82-1.42 256d
H Deember 2007 1500 1.13-1.35 256e
H Marh 2008 1500 1.07-1.38 257
H April 2008 1500 0.85-1.10 257d
J2 Deember 2005 3120 1.03-1.21 242
J2 February 2006 1600 1.29-1.48 244
J2 January 2008 2160 1.12-1.50 257
J2 April 2008 1600 0.94-1.22 257d
J1 Deember 2005 1700 1.18-1.47 242
J1 Deember 2007 1800 0.86-1.03 256d
J1 Deember 2007 3500 1.09-1.28 256e
J1 April 2008 1800 1.12-1.35 257d
Y Deember 2005 1600 1.00-1.27 242
Y Deember 2007 1600 0.91-1.14 256d
Y Deember 2007 1600 0.84-1.20 256e
Y Marh 2008 1600 0.86-1.31 257
Table 3.3: Table ontinued: Observations A901-eld (April 2008)
Filter Subeld Subeld Subeld Subeld Goal
A B C D (1× 103 s)
Y 8.9 5.2 6.4 1.1 8
J1 8.6 7.1 8.3 1.3 8
J2 7.1 7.4 8.5 5.3 12
H 11.8 12 11.1 0.8 12
Table 3.4: Total NIR integration time for eah A901-subelds (April 2008)
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Catalogue Name R.A DEC mH mR Spetral Assoiated
Number h:m:s d:m:s ABmag ABmag Type subeld
12416 A901_11 09:56:41.432 -09:59:33.11 18.4 19.2 wF5 V A
18792 A901_14 09:56:34.416 -09:54:47.19 18.7 19.5 wF5 V A
14134 A901_21 09:56:01.891 -09:58:11.48 16.9 17.8 wF8 V B
14571 A901_22 09:55:59.392 -09:57:41.04 15.2 16.2 rF8 V B
15322 A901_23 09:55:49.459 -09:57:14.07 16.6 17.4 wF8 V B
19275 A901_24 09:56:13.159 -09:54:33.75 16.9 17.8 wF8 V B
03500 A901_35 09:56:41.672 -10:10:04.70 19.4 20.3 wF8 V C
08237 A901_31 09:56:44.198 -10:03:12.40 18.7 19.7 wF8 V C
Table 3.5: Standard star harateristis. The star spetral template library from Pikles
(1998) is used for the objets lassiation thus the spetral type for the standard stars an
be determined. The spetral type with the prex 'w' indiates metal-weak abundane and the
prex 'r' indiates metal-rih abundane, all stars belong to the main sequene, spetral type
F of luminosity Class V.
Colour Colour Corretion Threshold Colour Colour Corretion Threshold
Index CD mag CD mag Index CD mag CD mag
U-B -0.02 0.100 643-R +0.03
B-V 0.02 R-697 0.00
V-R -0.06 752-I -0.01
R-I -0.03 816-I +0.03
418-B 0.00 I-856 0.00
B-464 -0.05 I-915 -0.03
486-V -0.02 I-J1 +0.03 0.07
520-V -0.05 Y-J1 -0.046
573-R -0.05 J1-J2 +0.05
605-R +0.01 J1-H +0.05
Table 3.6: Colour orretion values whih allow a good math between olours from point
soure objets from our A901 H-band atalogue and the olour from Pikles (1998) spetral
star library. Colour indies: Letters denote the broad-bands and numbers represent the entral
wavelength of medium-band lters measured in nanometres.
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Figure 3.18: Comparison between point soure objets from the A901 H-band atalogue (blak)
and the main sequene stars from the Pikles (1998) spetral library (Red). Colours are given
in CD magnitude, see 4.1.
Chapter 4
Classiation by SED Templates Fitting
This hapter explains the multi-olour lassiation sheme and presents the results obtained
from a lassiation using the full optial plus NIR photometri data set of the A901-eld.
Prior to the lassiation it is neessary to alulate the olours and alibrate them. Then,
the objets lassiation an be performed using star, galaxy and QSO templates. The rst
part of this hapter introdues the olour indies and the lassiation sheme, the seond part
ompares the lassiation obtained for the new H-band atalogue with the previous R-band
atalogue obtained with optial data only in the frame of the COMBO-17 survey.
4.1 Colour Indies
The olour indies are used for the alibration tests with the main sequene stars (see 3.18)
and for the objets lassiation. The olour index is simply the dierene in magnitude
measured in two dierent lters. In the Vega magnitude system, if A and B are two dierent
lters, the olour index is:
A−B ≡ mA−mB = −2.5log
∫
∞
0 dλSλ(A)fλ(Obj,A)∫
∞
0 dλSλ(B)fλ(Obj,B)
+2.5log
∫
∞
0 dλSλ(A)fλ(V ega,A)∫
∞
0 dλSλ(B)fλ(V ega,B)
(4.1)
where Sλ is the ombined sensitivity of the telesope, CCD and lter. However, the
spetrum of the star Vega has a non-trivial shape on a physial ux sale and as a onsequene
the olour indies values annot diretly be onverted into physial ux ratios. Based on the
CADIS survey experiene and sine the ux values obtained at the end of the data redution
proess are naturally expressed in units of photons per (m2 · sec · nm), another magnitude
system, the CD magnitude, was introdued by Wolf et al. (2001b). The CD magnitude system
is dened as:
CDmag = −2.5logFphot + 20
m.01 (4.2)
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where Fphot is in photons m
−2
s
−1
nm
−1
. An objet whih has Fphot=onstant has all
CD olours equal to zero. The CD magnitude system has its zero point at λ0=548 nm with
mCD=mV ega one nd that an objet with V≈20 has a ux of 1 γ m
−2
s
−1
nm
−1
at λ0. Thus
the olour indies input in the multi-olour lassiation are in units of CD magnitude dened
as:
A−B ≡ mA −mB = −2.5log
Fphot,A
Fphot,B
(4.3)
and the error is,
σmA−mB =
√
(σFphot,A/Fphot,A)
2 + (σFphot,B/Fphot,B)
2
(4.4)
For more details about dierent magnitude system suh as the Vega, AB, ST and CD sys-
tems used in astronomy see Wolf et al. (2001b). Magnitudes are alulated in order to obtain
olours, but for low ux level (espeially for F<0) the onventional logarithmi magnitude
system is inappropriate. Thus, alternatively, approximation like "Asinh" magnitude and the
"upper limit" magnitude were also alulated. The Asinh magnitude system was introdued
by Lupton et al. (1999) to deal with low ux objets and the upper limit magnitude has been
introdued by Meisenheimer et al. (in prep 2009) as an alternative to the Asinh magnitude,
4.5 deals more in detail with problems enountered during the onversion in magnitude from
objets with low ux measurements.
Having the photometry in 21 dierent lters in hand, it is possible to use a wide range of
dierent olour indies for the lassiation. We have used the same optial olours used in the
previous lassiation done for the optial only COMBO-17 survey plus the new NIR olours
derived from the COMBO-17+4 survey. The set of olours indies inlude the standard olours
derived from broad-band lters suh as U-B, B-V, V-R and R-I and a series of olours derived
from a mix of narrow-band and broad-band suh as 418-U, R-697, et. The new olours derived
by the NIR photometry are I-J1,Y-J1,J1-J2 and J1-H. The olours have been hosen to be the
dierene between a shorter wavelength and a longer wavelength and the narrow-bands are
always linked to a broad-band. Table 3.6 ontains the 20 olours used for the lassiation.
4.2 The Classiation Sheme
The multi-olour lassiation was developped by Wolf (1998) in the frame of the CADIS
survey. Here only a brief overview is given. More details about the lassiation sheme are
available in Wolf et al. (2001a) and Wolf et al. (2001b). The global sheme of the objet
lassiation and redshift determination is to ompare and math the observed olours of eah
individual objet from our deep H-band soures atalogue with a olour library of objets
with known spetra. The objets are lassied by loating them in olour spae and om-
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paring the probability for eah lass to generate the given measurement. The multi-olour
lassiation rst assigns a lass between star, galaxy, QSO or strange objet for eah indi-
vidual astronomial soure. For extragalati soures like galaxies and QSOs, the multi-olour
lassiation estimates a redshift and its error. The objet lass as well as the redshift and its
errors are determined using the maximum-likelihood (ML) and the minimum error variane
method (MEV) estimator. Using olours indies instead of uxes in the lassiation proess
allows us to avoid absolute alibration for eah waveband used. Wolf et al. (2001a) has shown
that the use of the olour indies as an input to the lassiation rather than the uxes them-
selves are equivalent under the ondition that the uxes used to alulate the olours are well
alibrated with eah other. As disussed in 3.16 a relative alibration among the dierent
optial wavebands was ensured by establishing few spetrophotometri standard stars in the
A901-eld. The performane of the lassiation relies on olours auray whih relies on the
relative alibration among the dierent wavebands. Sine the alibration among the dierent
wavebands annot be better ahieved than a few perent (2%-3% aording to the satter in
the data point on Fig. 3.18), the performane of the lassiation is limited by a systemati
unertainty of this order whih is the assumed minimum error for the olour indies. Table
3.6 shows the minimum error assigned for dierent olour indies.
4.3 Colour Libraries
The olour libraries are onstruted from observed or syntheti spetral libraries whih ontain
the objet SED on whih we onvolve the transmission of the telesope optis, the CCD quan-
tum eieny and a given lter transmission eieny and thus derive syntheti photometry
and olours. Four olour libraries are used by the lassiation proess, two are for stars,
one for galaxies and one for QSOs, eah of them ontain the 20 olours indies used in the
COMBO-17+4 surveys.
4.3.1 Star Libraries
The star olour library was derived from the Pikles (1998) stellar spetral library. This
spetral library ontains 96 stars of spetral types F, G, K and M of luminosity lasses from
I to V. Unfortunately even though the spetra were formed by ombining data from several
soures overlapping in wavelength overage from UV to IR, the NIR (λλ ∼1000nm-1500nm)
range is overed for only a few spetra in the library. Due to the lak of NIR data the remaining
spetra of the library have been inter- or extrapolated in the NIR regime. Nevertheless,
Zatloukal (2008) have shown that this star library gives a more reliable lassiation than
other star libraries like the Deline (priv. ommuniation) library.
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The seond star library ontaining more peuliar blue types of stars like white dwarfs
(WD), blue horizontal branh (BHB) stars and sub-dwarfs. The seond star library is derived
from theoretial spetra from Koester (priv. ommuniation). Those two star libraries have
also been used for the COMBO-17 survey.
4.3.2 Galaxy Spetral Library
The new feature in the lassiation proess is the use of a new galaxy template library
developed by Meisenheimer et al. (in prep 2009). This new galaxy library diers from the one
used previously by Wolf et al. (2003), whih is based on a single burst model with reddening,
and onsists of an improvement of the templates based on a two burst-model derived by Borh
et al. (2006) whih ould not reprodue aurate redshift. The motivation of a two-burst
model was to be able to better reprodue the star formation history for the wide range of
galaxy types from Starbursts to Elliptials. The seond burst model allows a mix of old
and young stellar populations, sine old stars generally dominate the mass while young stars
dominate the optial ux, it is important to be able to onstrain their relative amount from
the SED to better estimate the stellar mass-to-light ratio M/L of a galaxy. The new galaxy
library was alulated with the PEGASE pakage (Fio & Roa-Volmerange 1997), a synthesis
population model. The spetral galaxy library inludes galaxy templates of 60 dierent ages
from 50 Myr to 15 Gyr times 6 levels of extintion from 0 to 0.5 by steps of 0.1. The template
involves a Kroupa IMF and an initial metalliity of 0.01 (that is half solar Z/Zo=0.5) and is
extintion-free. The extintion is applied afterwards as a sreen following the SMC law dened
by Pei (1992). Steps in redshift over the range from 0 to 2.3 with a resolution of 0.005 on a
log(1+z) sale. The SFR follows two exponential delines, the rst one ourred several billion
years ago with an e-folding time of 1 Gyr and a seond burst started 2750 Myr after the rst
burst with an e-folding of 0.1 Gyr.
4.3.3 QSO Library
The same QSO templates library as for the COMBO-17 survey has been used. The QSO olour
library was derived from the SDSS template spetrum by Vanden Berk et al. (2001). The
resulting QSO olour library overs redshifts between 0.3<z<2.02 with a redshift resolution
of 0.01 in log(1 + z). For QSO below z=0.3 the templates do not over adequately the NIR
wavelength range and onsists of a smooth ontinuum model. For those QSO the t during
the lassiation is less well onstrained than at higher redshift. As assumed in the frame of
the COMBO-17 survey, we do not expet many QSO at z<0.5 and thus this problem should
not aet greatly our results in that low redshift regime. More details about the design of the
QSO library an be found in Wolf et al. (2004).
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4.4 Classiation Results
The lassiation was performed on the A901 deep H-band soure atalogue, optimum results
were obtained with the 20 olours listed in Tab. 3.6. A lassiation has been ahieved for all
objets of the A901-eld atalogue. This onsists of 31747 objets lassied into 29492 galax-
ies, 169 QSOs, 1871 stars and 215 strange objets. The histogram of the photometri redshift
distribution for 12023 galaxies with H<21.5 is shown in Fig. 4.1, the sharp peak entred at
z=0.165 indiate the super luster A901/A902, omposed of ∼800 members. The performane
of the lassiation itself is beyond the sope of this thesis sine it requires Monte-Carlo simu-
lation to understand the behaviour of the lassiation for very faint H-band seleted soures.
Here we assume that the lassiation is reliable for all objets down to an observed magnitude
of H=21.7, whih is our 5-σ magnitude limit for point soures.
Figure 4.1: Histogram of the photometri redshift distribution for 12023 galaxies with H<21.5
between 0<z<2 in the A901-eld.
The distribution of the dierent galaxy SED types of the atalogue as a funtion of redshift
is shown in Fig. 4.2. We see an overdensity aused by the A901 luster entred at z=0.165
forming a vertial line. The luster inludes galaxies of almost all SED types. We also see
that the average SED for galaxies loated between 1.5<z<2 is around SED #30. This SED
#30 is omposed of 83% of old stars and 17% of young star whih are younger than 250 Myr
aording to our 2 burst model, more details about template SED will be available in Meisen-
heimer et al. (in prep 2009).
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In Figure 4.2 we also see the lak of star forming blue galaxies with SED type between 1
to 20 at z>1 (below the blue dotted line) due to our H-band seleted atalogue biased towards
red objets. The red dotted line in Figure 4.2 shows a natural ut in the old SED template
with redshift, as redshift inreases we nd less and less old red galaxies.
Figure 4.2: SED types as a funtion of redshift for galaxies with H<21.5 between 0<z<2. The
Y axis goes from SED template #1 for young stellar population starburst to SED #60 for old
stellar population elliptial.
4.4.1 Comparison of the COMBO-17 Catalogue with the COMBO-17+4 Catalogue
The photometri redshift distribution obtained with the H-band seleted atalogue (red) is
ompared with the one previously obtained with the optial R-band atalogue (blak) in Fig.
4.3. The histograms show for both atalogues the redshift distribution for galaxies loated in
the subeld A, B and C of the A901-eld. The left panel shows the entire redshift distribution
between 0<z<2, with the blak line representing 14697 galaxies with R<24.5 from the R-band
atalogue and the red line representing 12023 galaxies with H<21.5 from the H-band atalogue.
One sees that the main osmologial strutures an be reognized in both atalogues. The
right panel in Fig. 4.3 shows a lose-up view of the redshift distribution between 1<z<2, we
learly see the benet of the addition of the NIR bands at high redshift. While the number of
objets in the optial atalogue dereases drastially between 1<z<1.35 the number of objets
in the H-band atalogue dereases smoothly. Between 1<z<2 the optial atalogue ontains
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2157 galaxies with R<24.5 while the optial plus NIR atalogue ontains 3821 galaxies and
sine the redshift determination for z>1.1 in the optial data set is very unertain, we have
gained more than ∼1600 objets between 1<z<2 by using a ombination of optial+IR data.
Figure 4.3: Left: Histogram of galaxy photometri redshift distribution between 0<z<2. Com-
parison between R-band seleted atalogue R<24.5 (blak) and the H-band seleted atalogue
H<21.5 (red), only objets present in both atalogues are ompared. Right: Histogram of
galaxy photometri redshift distribution between 1<z<2. The gain in number of objets with
the NIR atalogue ompared to the optial atalogue is substantial.
It is interesting to ompare the distribution of the dierent galaxy SED templates type
in the R-band seleted atalogue with the one in the H-band seleted atalogue. Figure 4.4
shows two histograms of the number of objets having a ertain SED type, from young stellar
population starburst (SED #1) to old stellar population elliptial (SED #60). One sees that
for the low redshift slie between 0<z<1 the H-band atalogue is biased toward redder SED
types, the atalogue ontains muh less star forming blue galaxies with 1<SED#<30 than the
R-band seleted atalogue. For intermediate galaxy templates between 30<SED#<40 both
atalogues are equivalent but for redder galaxies with 40<SED#<50 the H-band atalogue
ontains muh more objets. The number of very red and old galaxies with SED>#50 follows
the same dereasing trend in both atalogues. At higher redshift, between 1<z<2, Figure 4.4
right panel, the gain of redder objets with SED>#20 in the H-band seleted atalogue is
learly visible; while the number of galaxies with SED#>20 drops in the R-band atalogue,
it inreases in the H-band atalogue reahing a peak around SED#30. The H-band seleted
atalogue whih ontains muh more red galaxies than the optial R-band seleted atalogue
allows us to better trae the old stellar population in galaxies.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between dierent SED types in the A901 R-band atalogue (blak)
and the H-band atalogue (Red) for two dierent redshift slie. SED #1 refer to Starburst
and SED #60 refer to Elliptial.
4.5 Low Flux Count and Redshift Fousing
In photometri redshift determination, it important to avoid any redshift fousing whih ould
lead to erroneous sienti results. A redshift fousing ours when many objets are assigned
systematially to the same given redshift due to one or more wrong olours. For objets having
high ux in a given band, the olours have been alulated using magnitude as desribed by
Eq. 4.3. When objets have low ux or even negative ux in a given band the magnitude
as been alulated using the Asinh magnitude (Lupton et al. 1999). The Asinh magnitude
is a modied magnitude system whih replaes the logarithm in the onventional denition
of a magnitude with an inverse hyperboli sine funtion. For high ux values (S/N>5) the
funtion is logarithmi but in the low ux regime (S/N<5) the Asinh magnitude is a linear
approximation of the onventional magnitude and thus avoids having negative magnitude.
This presription is useful when onsidering the olours of faint objets, sine the dierene
of two Asinh magnitudes measures the usual ux ratio for bright objets and avoids the
problems aused by dividing two very unertain values for faint objets. Unfortunately this
redenition of the magnitude system has lead to redshift fousing in our ase sine we are
using lassiation olours whih are alulated using a mix of broad- and medium-bands.
The medium-bands data are less deep than the broad-band data and thus the magnitude at
whih the Asinh magnitude system starts to be linear will be dierent for the medium band
ompared to the broad-band. As a onsequene, it ould be that a olour is alulated using on
one side the Asinh magnitude for the medium-band ux measurement and the other side the
onventional magnitude for the measurement in the broad band. The result is that the medium
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band will appear brighter that it is in reality introduing wrong olours to the lassiation
proess and reating a redshift fousing at a given redshift, see Fig. 4.5. To avoid the redshift
fousing reated by the use of the Asinh magnitude we have used the upper-limit magnitude
system introdued by Meisenheimer et al. (in prep 2009). The upper-limit magnitude system
is a new magnitude denition for low ux level whih is approximately given by:
m = 20− 2.5log(Fphot + 2σ) + 2σ(mag) (4.5)
where σ are the errors in ux and in mag. In Eq. 4.5 the upper limit starts to be eetive
for objets whih have a S/N of 0.5 instead of S/N of 5 in the Asinh magnitude avoiding low
ux objets from the medium-band having erroneously high alulated value.
Figure 4.5: Distribution of redshift resulting from a lassiation using Asinh magnitude
(blak) ompared to upper-limit magnitude (green), a redshift fous appears at z∼1 and z∼1.6
when using the Asinh magnitude system, the objets reate two artiial peaks at those
redshifts.
4.6 Improving Photometri Redshift with NIR Data
The implementation of NIR data to the optial COMBO-17 survey allowed a onsiderable
improvement in the determination of photometri redshift for objets whih were at the limit
of the lassiation reliability in the R-band atalogue derived by the optial COMBO-17 .
Figure 4.6 shows the omparison between the photometri redshifts zopt based on the 17 optial
bands against the ones on optial plus NIR data zopt+NIR for 7682 galaxies ommon in both
atalogues. We see that the majority of the galaxies form a diagonal branh up to z∼1.4
(blak dots). A small spread for zopt<0.7 means that the redshifts are determined by the
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optial data only and are equivalent in both atalogue. For zopt>0.7 the diagonal beome
broader indiating the redshift disrepany between redshifts based on optial data only and
the ones based on extended NIR data. It is interesting to see how muh the determination of
the photometri redshift is improved by extending the wavelength overage from the optial to
the NIR. In Fig. 4.6 one an sees one prominent group o the diagonal branh loated between
0.7<zopt<1.1 (red dots). For these objets we obtained a signiantly higher redshift from the
measurements based on the extended data set when ompared with the results obtained with
optial data only. This group ontained 753 out of 7682 galaxies meaning that about 10% of
the studied population has a signiant improvement in the redshift determination when one
supplements the optial bands with the NIR bands. Another group of galaxies (blue dots)
are lassied at high redshift between 1.5<zopt+NIR<2 with the optial plus NIR data while
they were lassied at low redshift between 0<zopt<0.4 with the optial only data set. This
group ontains 39 out to 7682 galaxies representing 0.5% of the sample and have very faint
magnitude R>22 and large errors in the optial photometry, the redshift determination is not
aurate in both atalogues. Figure 4.6 also shows that the diagonal is broader at all redshifts
and a group of 99 objets (in green) whih represent 1.2% of the sample is lassied at lower
redshift by the use of the NIR ompared to the optial data. This eet ould be due to the
lassiation using the new galaxy templates in the ase of the optial plus NIR data.
Figure 4.6: Photometri redshift omparison between optial data only and optial+NIR data
for 7682 galaxies loated in the subeld A, B and C of the A901-eld. The magnitude ut for
the optial COMBO-17 atalogue is R<24.5 and H<21.5 for the optial plus NIR COMBO-
17+4 atalogue.
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Three example of SEDs of galaxies lassied with the optial data in 17 lters ompared to
a lassiation with optial plus NIR data (21 lters) are shown in Fig. 4.7, Fig. 4.8 and Fig.
4.9 . Those galaxies are good example of the galaxies belonging to the group in red dots in
Fig. 4.6. On the bottom panel of eah gures one sees that the photometri redshift assigned
to those galaxies by the lassiation using only optial data was in the range 0.7<z<1.1 while
they are in reality at muh higher redshift, in the range of 1.2<z1.5, when the NIR are added,
top panels.
For example in Fig. 4.7 while using the optial data only (bottom panel) the lassiation
estimates the redshift of the galaxy to be z=0.73 beause the 4000Å break is thought to be
around λ=6900Å. With the addition of the NIR data points, we now see that the 4000Å break
is in reality around λ=9200Å (top panel) resulting in a redshift of z=1.3. In Fig. 4.8 (bottom
panel) the galaxy is lassied at redshift z=0.8 using the optial data only when in reality this
objet is at z=1.28 (top panel) with the 4000Å break loated around λ=9100Å. In Fig. 4.9
(bottom panel) the galaxy is thought to be around z=1.1 but in fat the 4000Å break is in the
NIR at λ=10120Å resulting in a redshift of z=1.53 for this galaxy. By omparing the two SEDs
in Fig. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 we see that the optial data in fat reahes only the beginning of the
4000Å break for suh objets and that the lassiation using only the optial data is mistaken.
The redshift auray has been heked for the A901 galaxy luster. In Figure 4.10 we om-
pare the photometri redshift obtained for the luster members with the optial data (R<23.5)
and the photometri redshift obtained with the full optial plus NIR data set (H<21.5).
Based on spetrosopy, the A901 galaxy luster is entred at z=0.165 with a dispersion of
0.155<z<0.175. In Figure 4.10, the left panel shows the omparison of the photometri red-
shift obtained for the A901 luster with the COMBO-17 versus the COMBO-17+4 data set,
the blue diagonal indiates the zopt=zopt+NIR line. If both data sets had produed the exat
same redshift all objets would have been on the blue diagonal line. Instead the data points
follow the red line with an oset of ∼0.005, meaning that the new redshift derived with the
optial plus NIR data set is 0.005 lower than the one obtained with the optial data set. This
result is very good sine the redshift determined by the photometri redshift based on optial
data for the A901 luster were by ∼0.005 to high ompared to spetrosopy. The right panel
in Fig. 4.10 shows an histogram of the number of objets as a funtion of redshift for the
A901 galaxy luster with the optial data set (shown in blue) peaking at z=0.17+/- 0.03(1+z)
and the optial plus NIR in red peaking at z=0.165+/- 0.03(1+z) whih is the spetrosopi
redshift. Fig. 4.10 shows that the redshift auray obtained with the photometri redshift
using the optial plus NIR data is exellent and omparable to spetrosopy for low redshift
galaxies.
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Figure 4.7: Spetral energy distribution in photons/(m2 · s · nm) for a galaxy lassied with
17 optial plus 4 NIR bands (top) ompared to a lassiation with 17 optial bands only
(bottom). The data points are shown in blak, the galaxy template in green. Redshift z,
magnitude H or R and x,y world oordinates are given.
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Figure 4.8: Spetral energy distribution in photons/(m2 · s · nm) for a galaxy lassied with
17 optial plus 4 NIR bands (top) ompared to a lassiation with 17 optial bands only
(bottom). The data points are shown in blak, the galaxy template in green. Redshift z,
magnitude H or R and x,y world oordinates are given.
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Figure 4.9: Spetral energy distribution in photons/(m2 · s · nm) for a galaxy lassied with
17 optial plus 4 NIR bands (top) ompared to a lassiation with 17 optial bands only
(bottom). The data points are shown in blak, the galaxy template in green. Redshift z,
magnitude H or R and x,y world oordinates are given.
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Figure 4.10: Left: Comparison of photometri redshift obtained with optial data set and
optial plus NIR for the A901 galaxy luster. Right: Redshift distribution for the A901 luster
R-band seleted atalogue (in blue) and the H-band seleted atalogue (in red). Photometri
redshift obtained for eah atalogue and spetrosopi redshift are indiated.
Chapter 5
Galaxy Bimodality Through Cosmi Time
This hapter investigates the bimodality of galaxies through osmi time. For this aim the rest-
frame magnitudes and the rest-frame olours are omputed and olour-magnitude diagrams as
well as olour distributions are analysed. This analysis leads to the determination of a olour-
magnitude relation evolving with redshift to separate the red galaxies from the blue ones out to
z=2. By separating the star forming blue galaxies from the red evolved galaxies, it is possible
to separately study the evolution of the two populations through osmi time. Throughout this
hapter the osmologial parameters Ωm=0.3, Ωλ=0.7 and H0=70.7 km/s/Mp are assumed
and all magnitudes are given in the Vega system.
5.1 Rest-Frame Magnitudes and Colours
Rest-frame luminosities have been alulated from the observed photometry whih overs the
wavelength range from the U- to the H-band. For omparison with other work, rest-frame lu-
minosities have been obtained for several passbands in dierent photometri systems inluding
the lassi U-, B- and V- bands in the Johnson system as well as the u-, g-, r- and i- bands
from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), and nally a syntheti UV ontinuum band, named
U280, entred at λ = 280nm with FWHM = 40nm and a top-hat transmission urve. The
rest-frame luminosities and olours are alulated in three steps:
•As seen in 1.3 the rest-frame features in a galaxy spetrum move through our observed
bands with redshift, see Fig. 1.3. In the rst step, the ux in the rest-frame band of interest
has to be alulated from the observed ux in the losest broad-band lter. This is done by
using a k-correction colour table, whih is derived from the templates in the spetral galaxy
library. The k-orretion olour table ontains observed versus rest-frame olours for the entire
set of observed broad bands and the above set of rest-frame bands on a grid of 360 template
SEDs (60 SED types × 6 extintion levels) and 240 redshift steps in the range 0 < z < 2.3. For
eah observed galaxy the observed magnitude in the rest-frame band is derived with respet
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to the nearest observed broad-band. Table 5.1 gives the range of wavelengths in whih eah
of the observed broad-band lters U, B, V, R, I, J1 and H is used to derive the observed
magnitude in the rest-frame band (entred on λc) shifted to λo = (1 + z) λc. As an example,
for a galaxy at z=0.5, the rest-frame ux in the V Johnson lter entred at λc = 550nm is
observed at a wavelength of λo = (1 + z) λc = 825nm. Aording to Tab.5.1 the rest-frame
V ux of this objet is based on the ux observed in the I-band whih is used for the range
760 < λo < 1050nm. In this step the interstellar extintion Aλobs towards Abell 901 in the
observed broad-band entred on λobs is taken into aount.
λmin Filter λmax Aλ
(nm) (nm)
280 U 400 0.29
400 B 500 0.22
500 V 570 0.18
570 R 760 0.15
760 I 1050 0.11
1050 J1 1400 0.07
1400 H 2600 0.05
Table 5.1: Broad-band lters used to alulate rest-frame luminosities. For eah lter the
wavelength range is given in whih the lter is used to alulate the ux in a rest-frame band,
the entral wavelength λc of whih is shifted to λo = (1+ z) λc, that is λmin < λo < λmax. In
addition, the assumed extintion values towards A901-eld are listed.
•Seond, for eah galaxy, the absolute magnitude dened by Eq. 1.5 is alulated from
the observed rest-frame magnitude and the luminosity distane as dened by Eq. 1.6. In this
step also the orretion between "aperture magnitudes" whih are used in the photometri
ux table and the total (integrated) magnitude of a galaxy has to be taken into aount. The
orretion ∆mtot is derived from the total magnitude MAG-BEST derived by SExtrator on
the deep H-band image and alibrated for eah of our subeld A, B and C suh that for stars
(aperture = total magnitude) and ∆mtot = 0.
The luminosity errors inlude three omponents added in quadrature: the error of the mag-
nitude of the observed broad-band lter losest to the redshifted rest-frame band, the error
of MAG-BEST and a minimum error of 0.03 to take into aount redshift errors and overall
alibration unertainties.
•Third, from the absolute magnitudes in the rest-frame, the rest-frame olours are alu-
lated straightforwardly. The error in rest-frame olour is the quadrati addition of the errors
of the two involved broad-band lters plus a minimum error whih ranges between 0.05 and 0.1
depending on the loation of the two rest-frame bands involved in typial galaxy spetra (that
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is: rest-frame olours between two smooth regions of galaxy spetra get a smaller minimum
error).
To investigate the bimodality of galaxy olours we use the U280-V rest-frame olour be-
ause the U280 band provides a leaner measure of the ux short-wards of the 4000Å break
than the Johnson U-band whih partly overlaps with the break and thus is strongly aeted
even by very small unertainties in the redshift determination. Moreover, these two photo-
metri rest-frame bands are braketed by our observed bands in the entire redshift range of
interest 0.3 < z < 2 whih is most essential for our present study and ontains the bulk of
galaxies in our sample. So, in using U280-V we do not rely on any SED extrapolation.
Before investigating the bimodality of galaxies it is interesting to analyse the distribution
of galaxies in the rest-frame magnitude redshift plane for the rest-frame magnitude used to
alulate the U280-V olour. The left panel in Fig. 5.1 shows the redshift as a funtion of
the rest-frame magnitude in the Johnson V-band. The magnitude limit H<21.7 of the survey
appears at the faint end of the distribution as a parabola shape. The horizontal features rep-
resent overdensities, learly showing the A901 luster at z=0.165 whih spreads over almost all
the magnitude range. The distribution reahes fainter magnitudes for objets loated below
z=0.38 due to the fat that at those redshift the rest-frame MV is alulated from the ux
emitted in the observed R-band whih is our deepest optial data. The Fig. 5.1 right panel
shows the redshift as a funtion of the rest-frame MU280 , showing a step between 1<z<1.7 in
the faint end of the distribution. In this redshift range the rest-frame MU280 is alulated from
the ux observed in the deep R-band and thus allows us to see galaxies at fainter magnitudes.
The two redshifts assoiated with the beginning and the end of the step in the distribution
indiate at whih redshift the rest-frame ux in the U280 passes from an observed band to
another one, just below z=1 the rest-frame U280 ux omes from the observed V-band, while
above z=1.7 it omes from the I-band.
The U280-V olour and its error as a funtion of redshift are plotted in Fig. 5.2. By plotting
the olour as a funtion of redshift, Fig. 5.2 left panel, shows the same trends as disussed
previously for Fig. 4.2 whih shows the SED types as a funtion of redshift. This is due to the
olour of a galaxy being diretly linked to its spetral type. A star forming galaxy is alled
blue beause it has more ux at shorter wavelength sampled here by the U280 lter than at
longer wavelength sampled here by the V lter. This means that star forming blue galaxies
have smaller U280-V olours than later type elliptial galaxies and are loated in the lower part
of both gures Fig. 5.2 left panel and Fig. 4.2.
The U280-V olour errors have been plotted as a funtion of redshift in the right panel of
Fig. 5.2. This plot shows the ut reated by the minimum error threshold of 0m.1 applied
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Figure 5.1: Absolute magnitude MV (left) and MU280 (right) as a funtion of redshift. On
the right panel we see that the faint end of the distribution is not smooth but shows a step
between 1<z<1.7 due to the observed ux from our deep R-band whih is used to alulate
the rest-frame MU280 in that redshift range.
in the alulation of the olour error. We also see that the olour auray is very good for
objets loated at low redshift z.0.6 where most of the objets have a olour error lose to
the minimum threshold of 0m.1. The large satter between 0.9. z . 1.2 is aused by the
magnitude error σMV in the V-band whih is larger than the magnitude error σMU280 in the
U280-band for that redshift range. This is due to the fat that for this redshift range MV is
alulated using the ux observed in the narrow-band J1 while MU280 is alulated based on
the ux in the deep R-band. The J1 lter being narrow and not as deep as the R-band, the
unertainties assoiated to the magnitude in this band are larger than in the deep R-band. In
Fig. 5.2 we also see that the olour unertainties are larger at z>1.5 due to the error in the
rest-frame MU280 aused by the large error in the shallow I-band ux.
Figure 5.2: Rest-frame U280-V olour (left) and his error (right) as a funtion redshift.
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5.2 Rest-frame Colour Bimodality
A magnitude limited sample of 14286 galaxies with magnitude H<21.7 (Vega) has been used
to investigate the olour bimodality of galaxies through osmi time. This magnitude limit
orresponds to the 5−σ detetion limit in the H-band in the aperture ux.
In the literature, olour-magnitude and olour-olour diagrams as well as olour histograms
are generally used to separate the star forming blue galaxies from the red galaxies sine the
two galaxy populations lie in predened regions of those plots, examples are shown in Fig. 5.7
and Fig. 5.8. The top left panel in Figure 5.7 shows the U280-V versus MV olour-magnitude
diagram (CMD) for the A901 galaxy luster. For a galaxy luster like A901, a red sequene is
learly visible in the CMD. However, it ould be diult to see a lear separation between the
red sequene and the blue loud for a sample of galaxies loated in a less dense environment
or for a sample of galaxies in the eld, see Fig. 5.8. Moreover, the olour errors ould
produe a large satter in the CMD making it diult to visually distinguish a well dened
red sequene. As we have seen in the previous setion, the errors in the U280-V measurements
are larger above z∼1, making it diult to investigate the bimodality in a CMD for a high
redshift galaxy sample. To investigate the galaxy olour bimodality through osmi time, we
have developped a new method based on error weighted histograms in whih eah galaxy is
represented by its gaussian probability distribution (p ∼ e−(c−c0)
2/2σc
) where σc is the olour
error and the p is normalized so that
∫
pde=1. Using this denition, a galaxy with a small
error have a gaussian distribution with a more pronouned peak that a galaxy having a large
error and having a atter distribution. The error weighted histograms are reated by summing
all the gaussian distributions at a given olour for a given redshift bin. The galaxy having a
small error ontributes more signiantly to the overall distribution than a galaxy having a
large error. To investigate the galaxy bimodality we have used the U280-V olour. However
in order to better disentangle the red sequene from the blue loud we have tilted the U280-V
olour in the olour-magnitude plane usingMV = −20 as the pivot point Eq. 5.1. That is, the
measured U280− V of eah individual galaxy is projeted along the slope of the red sequene
(as determined in the A901 luster CMD, see Fig. 5.7 top left ) to the pivotal magnitude
MV = −20. This new method allows us to investigate the distribution of the galaxies in many
thin redshift slies of about ∆z∼0.1 throughout our full redshift range between 0<z<2.
(U280 − V )Mv=−20 = (U280 − V ) + 0.3(MV + 20) (5.1)
Some examples of the distribution of galaxies in dierent thin redshift slies are shown
in Figure 5.3. The redshift interval and mean as well as the number of objets in the entire
redshift slie are indiated on eah panel. In eah panel we see two distint peaks appearing
due to the galaxy bimodality. On eah histogram the right peak represents the distribution
of the red galaxies while the left peak represents the distribution of the star forming blue
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galaxies. As a referene we see the A901 luster in the top left panel, a lear red sequene
peak is visible and the ontribution of the blue loud galaxies forms a double peak due to the
ontribution of only few blue galaxies. Our results show a lear galaxy bimodality at z<1,
see Fig. 5.3 top right and bottom left panels, as also demonstrated by Bell et al. (2004b)
using the COMBO-17 data for the ombined A901, A226 and S11 elds. The bimodality has
been found at z<1 by many other surveys inluding SDSS (Strateva et al. 2001) and DEEP
(Weiner et al. 2005). Moreover, the depth of our survey allows us to extend the detetion of
the galaxy bimodality up to z=1.6 whih is the zmean of our highest redshift interval where
we an still detet two distint distribution peaks. Beyond z=1.6 it is not possible to on-
rm a galaxy olour bimodality sine the number of objets available for our analysis drops
onsiderably between 1.6<z<2, see Fig. 5.6. Figure 5.4 bottom panel shows the distribution
for 198 galaxies in the redshift interval 1.65<z<1.75, the distribution is learly not bimodal.
However this does not mean that the red sequene does not exist beyond z=1.6, here we an
only argue that due to the small area surveyed and the low number of objets in our sample
at z>1.6 our data does not allow us to onrm or refute the presene of a red sequene beyond
z=1.6. Our results are onsistent with other studies whih onrm a galaxy olour bimodality
at high redshift, up to z∼1.2 by the MUSYC survey (Taylor et al. 2008) and up to z∼1.5 by the
VVDS survey (Franzetti et al. 2006). While the COMBO-17+4 survey allows us to inrease
the redshift limit of the olour bimodality detetion ompared to those later studies, it does
not allow us to see a dened galaxy red sequene at z=2 as found by Kriek et al. (2008) using
NIR spetrosopy. Williams et al. (2008) using UKIDDS Ultra-Deep Survey photometri data
have also found a bimodality up to z=2 in rest-frame U-V versus V-J olour-olour plots.
Astonishingly, while investigating the galaxy bimodality in dierent redshift slies of the
Universe for our A901-eld, we have found that for some redshift slies even at low redshift
(e.g. zmean=0.25) and intermediate redshift (e.g. zmean=0.99) a red sequene is absent, see
Fig. 5.4 top panel left and right. This result seems to ontradit the results obtained by Bell
et al. (2004b) who found a galaxy bimodality at all redshifts up to z∼1. In fat Bell et al.
(2004b) derived his results from a sample of ∼ 5000 galaxies derived from the ombination of
the A901, A226 and S11 elds whih are three COMBO-17 elds while our data inludes only
the 3/4 of the entire A901-eld. Consequently, our data are muh more sensitive to large sale
strutures. Hene, the A901-eld has in some redshift intervals voids where no red sequene
appears. This was not observed by Bell et al. (2004b) sine those results, by ombining several
elds together, averaged the galaxies bimodality distribution in a given redshift range. Our
results show that a pronouned red sequene strongly depends on the surveyed part of the
Universe. This is a new result whih never has been demonstrated in the literature before and
need ertainly more investigation. Further studies should investigate what the density of the
galaxy environment has to be in order for a red sequene to emerge.
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0.155<z<0.175
  Zmean=0.1659
0.45<z<0.6
 zmean=0.5239
0.75<z<0.86
 zmean=0.809
1.48<z<1.70
 zmean=1.69
Figure 5.3: Rest-frame (U280 − V )Mv=−20 olour distribution for galaxies in dierent redshift
slies. In eah panel, the histogram is built by the addition of all single galaxies whih are
represented by their gaussian probability distribution based on their olour error. The total
number of galaxies used to produe the histogram (top right in eah panel) represents the
integral of the distribution over the olour range. In eah histogram we see a bimodality, the
right peak represents the red sequene galaxies and the left peak represents the blue loud
galaxies. The top left panel shows the olour distribution for the luster A901 at z=0.165 the
red sequene forms a sharp peak while the few galaxies belonging to the blue loud forms a
double peak.
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0.2<z<0.3
 zmean=0.259
0.95<z<1.03
  zmean=0.99
0.95<z<1.03
  zmean=0.999
1.65<z<1.75
    zmean=1.79
Figure 5.4: Rest-frame (U280 − V )Mv=−20 olour distribution for galaxies in dierent redshift
slies, see also aption Fig. 5.3. The number of galaxies inluded in the distribution as
well as the redshift interval and mean redshift are given in the top right of eah panel. The
distribution of galaxies does not show a lear bimodality in those redshift intervals, neither at
low zmean = 0.25 (top left panel) nor at intermediate zmean = 0.99 (top right) as ompared to
high zmean = 1.7 (bottom) redshift.
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5.3 Colour Magnitude Relation
Sine the red sequene is missing in the redshift interval 1.6<z<2, our data allow us to derive
an evolving olour-magnitude relation to separate the red galaxies from the blue ones up to
z=1.6. Using error weighted histograms for many thin redshift slies, the (U280 − V )Mv=−20
olour position of the red galaxies distribution peak has been followed from z=0 to z=1.6.
Using the mean redshift zmean of eah redshift slie, the orresponding lookbak time has
been alulated using Eq. 1.4. Figure 5.5 shows the rest-frame olour (U280 − V )Mv=−20 as a
funtion of lookbak time, showing that the olour evolves linearly with time by:
(U280 − V )Mv=−20 = 2.57 − 0.195 × tlookback (5.2)
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of the red sequene bright end olour (U280 − V )Mv=−20 with lookbak
time in Gyrs.
Aordingly, the (U280−V )Mv=−20 olour positions of the red sequene as a funtion of look-
bak time have been linearly tted and using the approximation tlookback ≃ 15Gyrs · z/(1 + z)
a redshift evolving olour-magnitude relation has been established for the position of the red
sequene distribution peak. This is the rst time that a linear evolution of the red sequene
with time has been derived, previous studies due to large unertainties in the red sequene
position were unable to derive suh a meaningful relation.
Having determined this relation, we hose a parallel relation whih is 0.47 mag bluer in
order to separate the red and blue galaxy populations. The derived redshift evolving olour-
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magnitude relation to separate the red galaxies from the blue galaxies is dened as:
(U280 − V )limit = 2.10 − 0.3(MV + 20) − 2.92z/(1 + z) (5.3)
From Eq. 5.3 we dene a galaxy to be red if its olour is (U280 − V ) > (U280 − V )limit
and a galaxy is dened as blue if its olour is (U280 − V ) < (U280 − V )limit. The evolving
olour-magnitude relation Eq. 5.3 has been ompared with the one derived by Bell et al.
(2004b) with a sample of galaxies up to z=1 from the COMBO-17 optial data. In order
to ompare our results the relation Eq. 5.3 has been expressed as a funtion of redshift in-
stead of lookbak time suh as (U280 − V )limit = 1.70 − 0.3(MV + 20) − 1.03z and using
the olour relation (U − V ) = 0.28 + 0.43(U280 − V ) from our galaxy templates we have
(U − V )limit = 1.01 − 0.13(MV + 20) − 0.44z. Our result is very lose to the one derived by
Bell et al. (2004b) where (U − V )limit = 1.15− 0.08(MV +20)− 0.31z, our relation is slightly
steeper than the one derived by Bell et al. (2004b), but its translated into a minor olour
dierene of <0.1 mag in the galaxies relevant magnitude range -23<MV<-18.
Using the evolving olour-magnitude relation Eq. 5.3 the red galaxies whih have (U280 −
V )>(U280 − V )limit an be extrated of our galaxy sample. The histogram in Fig. 5.6 shows
the redshift distribution of the red sequene galaxies among all types of galaxies of our sample
having a limited magnitude H<21.7. There are 3943 red galaxies out of 14286 between 0<z<2
in our sample and 1122 red galaxies out of 4640 between 1<z<2. Our sample onsists of an
unpreedented large sample of red galaxies between 1<z<2 allowing us to investigate their
evolution from high redshift to the present day.
5.4 Colour-Magnitude Diagrams up to z=2
Having in hand a robust method to separate the red galaxies from the blue one as a funtion of
lookbak time, it is possible to see how both galaxy populations evolve in olour and magnitude
sine z=2 by plotting CMDs for dierent redshift slie of the Universe. The olour-magnitude
diagrams (U280 − V ) versus MV for ten redshift slies are shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8. On
eah panel the green line indiates the bimodality separation derived from Eq. 5.3, sine the
mean redshift of the slie is used to plot the separation line, some galaxies above the green
line belong to the blue loud while some galaxies below the line belong to the red sequene,
the real separation is represented by the olour of the data points. The top left panel in Fig.
5.7 shows the CMD for the A901 luster entred at z=0.165, suh a dense environment shows
a lear red sequene on the CMD and is given as a referene. The red sequene is not as
sharp and easy to visually distinguish in CMDs beyond z=1 espeially in the redshift slie
1.07<z<1.19 due to the satter aused by the relatively large olour unertainties, see Fig.
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Figure 5.6: Histogram showing the distribution of galaxies between 0<z<2 in the A901-eld.
In blak the distribution of all morphologial type galaxies. In red, the distribution of red
galaxies having (U280−V ) > (U280−V )limit, see Eq. 5.3. The red sequene galaxies belonging
to the A901 luster forms a sharp peak at z=0.165. The A901-eld ontains only few red
galaxies beyond z∼ 1.6.
5.2 left panel. In order to investigate how the red sequene and the blue loud evolved with
redshift in a CMD, we have divided our galaxy sample into 9 redshift slies starting at z=0.2
to avoid the A901 luster in our lowest redshift slie. The redshift slies have been hosen to be
equal omoving volumes up to z=1.3, the three last redshift slies enlose a omoving volume
2.5 times larger than the other slies in order to inlude a substantial amount of galaxies in
those high redshift slies. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the evolution of the red sequene through
the dierent CMDs at dierent inreasing redshift intervals, we see that the bright end of the
red sequene is a few tenths of a magnitude bluer at z=2 than at z=0.2. The CMDs show
that for a given magnitude both galaxy populations were bluer in the past. We also see that
starting at z∼1 as we go bak in time there is an inreasing population of galaxies whih are
bright MV<-22 and blue (U280 − V ) .1. To better quantify the evolution through osmi
time of the harateristi absolute magnitude for the red and the blue galaxy population, the
luminosity funtion has been alulated for eah galaxy population in dierent redshift slies
of the Universe and are presented in the next hapter.
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Figure 5.7: CMD for galaxies with H<21.7 mag in dierent redshift slies as given in top right
of eah panel. The green line indiates the bimodality separation as desribed by Eq. 5.3,
the mean redshift of eah bin has been use to plot the line. Red galaxies lie above the line,
blue galaxies below the line. Top left panel shows the A901 luster as a referene. The total
number of objets inluded in eah diagram as well as the blue and red fration are given in
the top left of eah panel. Exept for the A901 panel all redshift bins are equal omoving
volumes.
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Figure 5.8: CMD for galaxies with H<21.7 mag in dierent redshift slies as given in the top
right of eah panel. The green line indiates the bimodality separation as desribed by Eq.
5.3, the mean redshift of eah bin has been use to plot the line. Red galaxies lie above the line,
blue galaxies below the line. The three highest redshift bins enlose a omoving volume 2.5
times more than the lower redshift bins. The total number of objets inluded in eah diagram
as well as the blue and red fration are given in the top left of eah panel. The magnitude limit
of the survey aet both galaxy populations in the CMD for the redshift slie 1.55<z<1.78
(bottom left panel) the data form almost a vertial line at the faint end, in that redshift range
the rest-frame MV is shifted in the observed H-band.
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Evolution of the Luminosity Funtion
This hapter investigates the evolution of the luminosity funtion through osmi time for the
red and the blue galaxy populations. A desription of the methodology used to alulate the
luminosity funtion is presented followed by our results. The evolution through osmi time
of the harateristi luminosity M
∗
and the number density φ∗ are disussed.
6.1 Denition of the Luminosity Funtion
In order to study the evolution of galaxies through osmi time, one naturally has to study
how their luminosity evolves with time sine the luminosity of a galaxy is diretly linked to its
stellar population and reets its star formation history. It is meaningful to derive a luminosity
funtion (LF) for dierent epohs of the Universe and for dierent galaxy populations to see
how galaxy populations have evolved sine z=2 to the present day. The galaxy luminosity
funtion is dened as the number of galaxies in a range of luminosities [L, L+dL℄ or absolute
magnitudes [M, M+dM℄ per volume and is generally expressed in units of galaxies/Mp
3
.
Using the formalism from Binney & Merrield (1998), the funtion is normalized so that:
∫
∞
−∞
Φ(M)dM = ν (6.1)
where ν is the total number of galaxies per unit volume and Φ(M) is the number density
of galaxies in the magnitude range [M, M+dM℄. While plotting the LF Φ(M) as a funtion of
magnitude M, the resulting LF has a urved shape due to the number of galaxies dereasing
monotonially with inreasing magnitude. From the faint end to the bright end, the LF Φ(M)
dereases along a power law reahing a knee at a harateristi magnitude M∗ and uts o at
bright magnitudes. The behaviour of the LF an be parameterized by the Shehter funtion
expressed in magnitude as follows:
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Φ(M) = (0.4ln10)Φ∗100.4(α+1)(M
∗
−M)exp(−100.4(M
∗
−M)) (6.2)
where Φ∗ is the normalization of galaxy density at the duial magnitude M∗ and α is the
slope at the faint end. Those three parameters are interonneted, they an all be set as free
parameters or the slope for example an be xed in order to better t the data. In priniple,
alulating the LF onsists only in ounting the number of galaxies in dierent magnitude bins
in a ertain volume. However, with a magnitude limited sample of galaxies, we have to take
into aount that faint galaxies ould esape our survey.
6.2 Luminosity Funtion Estimator
The non-parametri 1/Vmax estimator (Shmidt 1968) has been used to alulate the lumi-
nosity funtion in dierent redshift slies. This method allows to take into aount the eet
due to the survey inompleteness and orrets for the galaxies whih are too faint to be ob-
served within a given redshift slie. Also due to our limited magnitude sample of H<21.5
our ability to trae the faint end of the LF dereases with redshift. The 1/Vmax method has
the advantage in simultaneously giving the shape and the normalization of the LF but has
the disadvantage of being sensitive to the density utuation sine the method assumes that
galaxies are uniformly distributed in the Universe (Willmer 1997). Other methods exist to
alulate the luminosity funtion namely the STY (Sandage et al. 1979) method whih is a
parametri maximum-likelihood estimator often used in the urrent literature. Testing dier-
ent LF estimators is a laborious task whih is beyond the sope of this thesis, a desription
of dierent LF estimators as well as their assoiated results are disussed by Willmer (1997).
For this work we used the 1/Vmax estimator for its simpliity sine it diretly gives us the
galaxy density in eah magnitude bin and thus the normalization parameter Φ∗ (assuming a
uniform distribution). The dierential luminosity funtion is given as the sum of the density
ontributions of eah galaxy in a given magnitude/redshift/SED-type bin:
Φ(M)dm =
∑
i
1
Vi(M,z, SED)
(6.3)
where Vi(M,z, SED) is the total omoving volume in whih the galaxy i ould be deteted
in our sample. The omoving volume is delimited by the redshift boundaries zlower and zupper
of our redshift slie of interest. The omoving volume Vi(M,z, SED) is dened as:
Vi(M,z, SED) = Vshell = ∆Ω
∫ zupper
zlower
dV
dΩdz
dz
{
for zmax ≥ zupper,
Vi(M,z, SED) = ∆Ω
∫ zmax
zlower
dV
dΩdz
dz
{
for zmax < zupper,
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where ∆Ω is the eetive solid angle of the survey, Vshell is the total omoving volume enlosed
in a shell delimited by the boundaries zlower and zupper and zmax is the maximum redshift that
a galaxy having (z,M,SED) an have to still be inluded in our limited magnitude sample.
The 1/Vmax method means that if a galaxy is bright enough to be seen within all the redshift
slies (if zmax ≥ zupper ) then for a ertain ∆M we would have 1galaxy/Vshell but if the galaxy
annot be seen within all the redshift slie (if zmax < zupper) then for a given ∆M we would
ount 1galaxy/Vi(M,z, SED) where the omoving volume Vi(M,z, SED) is enlosed between
zlower<z<zmax.
To determine the errors σφ for φ(M)dM we take only into aount the statistial Poisson
noise from the galaxy ounts, thus σφ =
√∑
i 1/V
2
i (M,z, SED). In order to alulate the
maximum redshift zmax that a galaxy ould have we need a k-orretion sine a galaxy at zmax
would have a rest-frame magnitude B (for a B-band LF) oming from an observed magnitude
whih is dierent than the one observed if that galaxy were at redshift z. Moreover eah galaxy
has a dierent SED and an assoiated k-orretion. Ideally, a k-orretion should be alulated
for eah individual SED. To simplify this task we used a ommon SED type to alulate the
k-orretion. The SED type #30 has been used (Fig. 6.1) sine that is the average SED
of our galaxy distribution (see 4.4 and Fig. 4.2 right panel). The maximum redshift zmax
for eah galaxy has been alulated by Bartelmann (priv. ommuniation). First, using the
SED#30, a normalised H-band k-orretion as a funtion of redshift has been omputed so
that K(z=0)=0, see Fig. 6.4. Then, the rest-frame B-H olour has been alulated from the
SED#30 and have been used to onvert our derived B-band absolute magnitude MB into an
absolute H-band magnitude MH in a straightforward way by H=B-(B-H). Then, having the
absolute magnitude MH for eah galaxy, the luminosity distane DLmax for whih the galaxy
should drop below our detetion limit has been alulated using Eq. 6.4 in whih mH=21.5
and K(z) as given by Fig. 6.2.
MH = mH − 5log
DLmax
10pc
−K(z) (6.4)
From the luminosity distane DLmax the maximum redshift zmax is alulated using the
denition of the DL dened by Eq.1.6.
6.3 Galaxy Sample Division
A galaxy sample of 12023 having a magnitude limit H<21.5 has been separated into blue and
red galaxy populations sine the evolution of the harateristi luminosity M∗ and density φ∗
depends strongly on the galaxy type (Wolf et al. 2003). The redshift evolving olour-magnitude
relation Eq. 5.3 has been used to divide the sample into these two populations. The galaxy
sample has been additionally divided into redshift slies of nearly equal omoving volumes,
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Figure 6.1: SED #30 used to alulate the k-orretion in order to determine the boundary
zmax in the determination of the omoving volume Vi(M,z, SED) at whih a galaxy ould be
loated and inluded in our sample.
see Figure 6.3. The same redshift slies used to plot the CMDs in Fig.5.7 and Fig. 5.8 are
used exept that we have split the lower redshift slie from 0.2<z<0.6 into two slies sine it
ontains many more galaxies than the other slies. We divided this slie at z=0.48 beause this
redshift falls between two peaks in the redshift distribution of galaxies, see Fig. 5.6. Exatly
as for the CMDs the three highest redshift slies ontain 2.5 times the omoving volume of
the other slies.
6.4 Evolution of the Luminosity Funtion
The evolution of the luminosity funtion for the blue and the red galaxies throughout ten
dierent redshift slies of the Universe is presented in Figures 6.4 and Fig. 6.5. A Shehter
funtion has been tted to our data points in order to obtain the harateristi magnitude M∗
and the number density φ∗ for eah galaxy population in eah redshift slie. At rst glane, we
see that for all redshifts the blue galaxies show a steeper faint end slope α ompared to the red
galaxies, whih is why we have used a dierent slope in the Shehter t for eah galaxy popula-
tion. Sine our data are magnitude limited it is not possible to aurately determine the slope
of the luminosity funtion. Sine α, M∗ and φ∗ are orrelated we deided to x the parameter
α in order to obtain meaningful values forM∗ and φ∗. As a onsequene, we have used a xed
slope of α=-0.5 for red galaxies and α=-1.3 for blue galaxies. These slope values are adopted
from Faber et al. (2007) who derived the LF in the B-band for red and blue galaxies up to z=1
using the spetrosopi DEEP2 data set for 1 square degree in the sky. In their paper, Faber
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Figure 6.2: K-orretion as a funtion of redshift for B-H normalized suh that K(z=0)=0,
from Matthias Bartelmann. This k-orretion is used in Eq. 6.4.
et al. (2007) also ompared the DEEP2 LF parameters with the ones obtained by the optial
COMBO-17 survey for the 3 elds A901, A226 and S11 whih represent 0.78 square degrees
in the sky and onluded that the results agree. Adopting the same slope values from Faber
et al. (2007) allows us to easily ompare our values ofM∗ and φ∗ up to z=1 with the literature .
The dotted vertial lines in Figures 6.4 and Fig. 6.5 indiate the magnitude limit for
the Shehter funtion t, data points fainter than the dotted line are not inluded in the
t beause at that magnitude our sample is ertainly inomplete. This limit is determined
onsidering three fators. First, we hoose the limit whih orresponds to a magnitude where
the number density Φ starts to deline on eah LF plot due to the inompleteness of the sur-
vey whereby less and less faint objets are seen at fainter magnitude with inreasing redshift.
This limit an be reognized as the faint end of the rest-frame MB magnitude versus redshift
distribution due to our survey detetion limit of H<21.5 (see Fig. 6.3) . Using the 1/Vmax
LF estimator, we notied that the delimiting dotted lines in Figures 6.4 and Fig. 6.5 also
orrespond to a magnitude where more than 30% of the galaxies are in half of the omoving
volume of any given redshift slie.
Figure 6.5 shows that the bright end of the LF is dominated by blue galaxies sine z=2
up to z∼1 whih has also been observed from z=1.75 to z=1 by Cirasuolo et al. (2007) using
a K-band LF for UKIDSS data. Inversely, at lower redshifts between 0.6<z<0.94 (Fig. 6.4
bottom panels), the bright end is dominated by red galaxies. In the two lower redshift slies
(Fig. 6.4 top panels) the bright end of the LF is populated by both red and blue due to two
phenomena. On the one hand, a B-band LF reates a seletion eet towards the blue galaxies
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Figure 6.3: Redshift as a funtion of the rest frame MB . The horizontal blue lines delimitate
the redshift boundaries used to alulate the omoving volumes. The faint end of the dis-
tribution reates a fuzzy boundary due to the inompleteness of the survey beyond H=21.5.
The olour of the data points represent the red galaxy population in red and the blue galaxy
population in blak.
whih look brighter in B-band and on the other hand, the A901-eld has a low number of red
galaxies in those two redshift slies, see Fig. 5.6.
The best-t parameters obtained for the Shehter funtion are listed in Tab. 6.1 sepa-
rately for the red and the blue galaxy populations. The harateristi magnitude M∗ for the
blue and the red population has been ompared with the one obtained by Faber et al. (2007)
for the DEEP2 survey. Our values of M∗ are onsistent within the error bars with the M∗
derived by Faber et al. (2007) for the blue and the red galaxies, however the number density
φ∗ is hardly omparable sine our results are derived from a single eld of an area of only
0.2 square degrees in the sky and are subjet to large unertainties due to osmi variane.
Consequently, our analysis fouses rst on the evolution of the harateristi magnitude M∗.
Our data show that both galaxy populations dimmed onsiderably from z=2 to z=0.2, the red
galaxies having dimmed by ∼1.7 mag and the blue galaxies having dimmed by ∼1.2 mag in the
B-band in that redshift interval. There is no diret omparable study in the literature on the
LF for red and blue galaxies in the B-band in that redshift interval sine we are the rst team
to have aomplished this task. As a omparison in a similar redshift interval, Ilbert et al.
(2005) have derived the global LF whih inludes all galaxy types using VVDS data and found
that the M∗B has dimmed by a range of 1.7-2.4 mag between 2>z>0.05 in the B-band. Also,
Cirasuolo et al. (2007) derived a K-band LF for blue and red galaxies and found that the red
galaxies dimmed by M∗K ∼0.5 mag and the blue galaxies dimmed by M
∗
K ∼0.7 mag between
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Figure 6.4: Luminosity funtion for the blue galaxies (blue solid line) and red galaxies (red
solid line) in dierent redshift slies. The vertial lines indiate the faint absolute magnitude
limits onsidered in the 1/Vmax estimator for the blue (blue dashed line), the red (red dashed
line) or both (blak dashed line) galaxy populations.
1.75>z>0.25. The small evolution of M∗K observed by Cirasuolo et al. (2007) in the K-band is
expeted sine the derease of the star formation rate by a fator ∼ 10 sine z=1 (see Fig. 1.5)
aetsM∗B muh more thanM
∗
K , the B-band being muh more sensitive to the new born stars.
Between 1>z>0.3 our data show that the red galaxies have dimmed by ∼0.5 mag and
the blue galaxies have dimmed by ∼0.6 mag, onsistent with Faber et al. (2007) (see Fig.
6.6) for the red galaxies in that redshift interval, but a little less for the blue galaxies om-
pared to DEEP2. Nevertheless, our ∆M∗B value for the blue galaxies is onsistent with the
result obtained with the optial COMBO-17 data between 1>z>0.3, indiating that even the
M∗ evolution may depend on the surveyed part of the Universe. At higher redshift between
1.9>z>1 the red galaxies have dimmed by ∼1.2 mag while the blue galaxies have dimmed
by ∼0.7 mag. These results have to be interpreted with are sine our sample is not om-
plete above z∼1.3 as the data points in the LF start to be inomplete before reahing the
faint end slope of the distribution whih aets the resulting M∗B and φ
∗
. As a omparison,
Ilbert et al. (2005) found that the global B-band LF dimmed by∼0.4 mag between 1.65>z>0.9.
Figure 6.6 right panel shows the evolution of the number density φ∗ as a funtion of redshift.
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Figure 6.5: Luminosity funtion for the blue galaxies (blue solid line) and red galaxies (red
solid line) in dierent redshift slies. The vertial lines indiate the faint absolute magnitude
limits onsidered in the 1/Vmax estimator for the blue (blue dashed line), the red (red dashed
line) or both (blak dash line) galaxy populations.
As a global behaviour, we see that the distribution varies unevenly due to the osmi variane.
In partiular we see a high peak in the distribution between 0.7 & z & 1.1 due to the fat that
the A901-eld seems to have a great amount of objets in this redshift interval, espeially blue
galaxies, see Fig. 5.6 and Tab. 6.1. As a general trend we see that the number density of red
galaxies inreases by a fator ∼10 between 1.9>z>0.3 while for the blue galaxies it inreases
more mildly by a fator ∼3. The trend in the evolution of φ∗ in our A901-eld an not be
onsidered as the average behaviour of the number density for the red and the blue galaxy
populations as a funtion of redshift in our Universe as the surveyed volume is rather small
and thus subjet to large variations due to large sale strutures.
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z N galaxies M
∗
B φ
∗(×10−4 Gal. Mp−3) αfixed
RED
0.20-0.48 325 -20.34±0.11 17.43± 1.70 -0.50
0.48-0.60 192 -20.67±0.13 12.86± 1.39 -0.50
0.60-0.79 315 -21.16±0.11 8.84±0.68 -0.50
0.79-0.94 445 -20.97±0.09 12.00±1.63 -0.50
0.94-1.07 345 -20.80±0.10 16.30±1.62 -0.50
1.07-1.19 302 -21.33±0.20 8.25±1.161 -0.50
1.19-1.30 194 -21.09±0.16 11.72±2.61 -0.50
1.30-1.55 202 -21.60±0.12 3.62±0.48 -0.50
1.55-1.78 208 -21.50±0.13 4.75±0.68 -0.50
1.78-2.0 39 -22.02±0.27 1.66±0.64 -0.50
BLUE
0.20-0.48 987 -20.76±0.13 16.51± 2.02 -1.30
0.48-0.60 541 -20.96±0.13 15.83±1.88 -1.30
0.60-0.79 800 -21.21±0.12 11.71±1.33 -1.30
0.79-0.94 944 -21.09±0.10 24.39±2.89 -1.30
0.94-1.07 1116 -21.31±0.09 27.12±2.58 -1.30
1.07-1.19 591 -21.66±0.17 15.92±4.03 -1.30
1.19-1.30 587 -21.84±0.09 15.30±1.58 -1.30
1.30-1.55 479 -21.91±0.15 6.33±1.30 -1.30
1.55-1.78 359 -22.00±0.17 6.15±1.57 -1.30
1.78-2.0 219 -22.00±0.16 5.37±1.24 -1.30
Table 6.1: Best-tted Shehter funtion parameters for the red and blue galaxy populations;
the harateristi magnitudeM∗B as well as the number density φ
∗
are given with their 1 sigma
error, the slope α from Faber et al. (2007) has been kept xed.
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Figure 6.6: Top: Evolution of the harateristi magnitude M∗B for the red (in red) and the
blue (in blue) galaxy populations as a funtion of redshift. Middle: Our values of M∗B for the
blue and the red populations (in blak) are ompared to the values obtained by Faber et al.
(2007) from the spetrosopi survey DEEP2. The red population follows the trend of the red
line and the blue population the trend of the blue line. Bottom: Evolution of our number
density φ∗ values for the red and the blue galaxies as a funtion of redshift.
Chapter 7
Evolution of the Mass Funtion
This hapter traes the evolution of the stellar mass of the red and blue galaxy populations
through osmi time. The method to derive the galaxy masses is rst desribed followed by
an analysis of several olour-mass and mass funtion diagrams for dierent epohs of the Uni-
verse. Finally, some example of very massive high redshifted objets from our galaxy sample
are shown.
The most intriguing questions about galaxy evolution is how the galaxy stellar mass is
assembled and how the red sequene mass is build-up. The mass funtion (MF), analogous to
the luminosity funtion, is a useful tool to study the stellar mass distribution among galaxies.
Colour-mass diagrams (CM∗D) are also used to investigate the stellar mass distribution sine
the red and the blue galaxy populations lie in preferential plaes in suh diagrams. The evolved
galaxies having an old stellar population trends to be more massive and redder than galaxies
having mainly a new born stellar population whih only dominate the ux. The olour and
the mass of a galaxy are diretly related to its star formation history. In order to see how the
galaxy populations' masses evolve we have used the same sample as used to investigate the
LF in the last hapter. The sample onsists of 12023 galaxies having a magnitude down to
H<21.5. The sample has been divided into the red and the blue galaxy population using Eq.
5.3 derived in 5.3 and has also been divided into quasi equal volume slies as desribed to
alulate the LF in the previous hapter, see 6.3.
7.1 Mass Determination
In order to trae the evolution of the stellar masses for the blue and the red galaxy populations
it is neessary to rst derive the mass for eah galaxy. The galaxy masses are alulated from
the stellar mass-to-light ratio (M∗/L) obtained from the galaxy templates whih are derived
from the population synthesis model PEGASE (Projet d'Étude des GAlaxies par Synthèse
Évolutive) (Fio & Roa-Volmerange 1997). This way, we obtain the mass for eah galaxy
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whih is a diret representation of its star formation history. As also desribed in 4.3.2 the
galaxy templates are generated by the PEGASE ode in whih gas with half solar metalliity
(Z/Z0=0.5) and a Kroupa IMF serve as input in a losed box model. We further assume a
two burst star formation history senario in whih the SFR follows two exponential delines,
the rst burst ourred several billion years ago with an e-folding time of 1 Gyr and a seond
burst started 2750 Myr after the rst burst with an e-folding of 0.1 Gyr, see Meisenheimer
et al. (in prep 2009) for more details. This two burst model gives a better approximation of
the galaxies star formation histories than the one burst model, whih annot reprodue the
stellar population of for example spiral galaxies like the Milky Way whih ontains both an
old stellar population and ongoing star-formation ativity. In order to obtain the masse of
a galaxy we rst derive the galaxy luminosity LV from its rest-frame magnitude MV in the
V-band as desribed by Eq. 7.1, then the mass is derived by multiplying the M∗/L in units
of M⊙ and L⊙ by the luminosity as desribed by Eq. 7.2.
LV
L⊙V
= 10−0.4(MV −M⊙V ) (7.1)
M∗V =
(
M∗
L
)
× LV (7.2)
Here the rest-frame V-band is used in order to ompare our results with the literature. The
V-band is generally used in the literature sine many studies derive stellar masses using a diret
measurement of the luminosity in the V-band and onvert it into mass. Our approah diers
in that we use the diret information of the star formation history of eah galaxy template to
derive its mass. The galaxy SED templates olours (U280 − V ) are plotted as a funtion of
their stellar mass-to-light ratios M∗/L in Fig. 7.1. We learly see a trend in whih the galaxy
templates having higher M∗/L have redder olour. This trend diretly onnet the olour of
a galaxy with its mass in the sense that red galaxies are massive and blue galaxies are less
massive unless they are aeted by dust extintion and look redder.
7.2 Colour-Mass Diagrams up to z=2
Using the mass for eah galaxy, olour-stellar mass diagrams (CM∗D) for the red and the blue
galaxy population have been reated for ten dierent redshift slies of the Universe and are
shown in Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.3. The red galaxy population is shown in red and the blue galaxy
population is shown in blak. By analyzing the CM∗Ds we see the general trend that for a xed
mass both galaxy populations were bluer in the past. This result is analogue to the evolution
of the LF derived in the previous hapter where for a xed magnitude both galaxy populations
were bluer in the past. This result is expeted sine the masses are alulated using the galaxies
luminosities, aordingly for a xed M∗/L brighter galaxies would be more massive. Figure
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Figure 7.1: Colour (U280 − V ) as a funtion of the stellar mass-to-light ratio M∗/L from our
galaxy SED templates. Galaxies having red olours (U280 − V )& 1 have a high M∗/L ratio
while galaxies having bluer olour (U280 − V ). 1 have a smaller M∗/L.
7.2 shows that sine z ∼1 the massive galaxies are dominated by the red galaxy population
while Figure 7.3 shows that there is a growing population of massive (M∗ & 10
11
) and blue
(U280−V ) .1 galaxies as we go bak in time. This blue and massive galaxy population seems
to have no analogue in the loal Universe sine massive blue galaxies are rare at low redshift.
The grey line on eah panel in Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.3 indiates the eet of our magnitude
limited sample at H=21.5, above whih objets esape our sample.
7.3 Evolution of the Mass Funtion
To better quantify the galaxy populations' stellar masse evolution through osmi time, mass
funtions have been derived for the blue and the red galaxy populations in the same thin
redshift slies as used for the CM∗D. The mass funtion is a mass version of the luminosity
funtion and is dened as the number of objets in a stellar mass interval [M∗, dM∗℄ in a
volume Vi desribed by the 1/Vmax formalism, see 6.2. The dierential stellar mass funtion
is:
Φ(M∗)dM∗ =
∑
i
1
Vi
dM∗ (7.3)
The mass funtion derived in ten redshift slies of the Universe for our two galaxy pop-
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Figure 7.2: Colour-stellar-Mass Diagrams for dierent redshift slies of the Universe. The
red galaxy population is olour oded in red and the blue galaxy population is olour oded
in blak. The grey line, if present, represents the eet of our survey ompleteness whih is
the apparent magnitude H=21.5. The total number of objets as well as the number of red
galaxies in the redshift slie are indiated on the top left orner of eah panel.
ulations of interest are shown in Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5. On eah panel the vertial red and
blue lines indiates the ompleteness of our survey respetively for the red and the blue galaxy
populations, the data points fainter that the lines are inomplete. These ompleteness lines
are determined based on the ompleteness grey line plotted on eah CM∗D in Fig. 7.2 and
Fig. 7.3 from whih we determined at whih mass most of the galaxy lie below the grey line.
Figures 7.5 shows that between 0.3. z . 0.9 the red galaxy population dominates the massive
end of the mass funtion while the blue galaxy population dominates the low mass end. This
has also been observed by Borh et al. (2006) who derived the mass funtion for the red and
the blue galaxy populations sine z=1 using the optial COMBO-17 data set for the A901,
A226 and S11 elds. Even if our data ontains only 3/4 of the A901-eld and are subjets to
large sale strutures, our results agree well with Borh et al. (2006). Sine our galaxy sam-
ple is H-band seleted our ompleteness limit for the red galaxy population reahes smaller
masses than Borh et al. (2006). Inversely, our blue galaxy population is less omplete than
the R-band seleted galaxy sample from Borh et al. (2006).
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Figure 7.3: Colour-Mass Diagrams for dierent redshift slies of the Universe. The red galaxy
population is olour oded in red and the blue galaxy population is olour oded in blak. The
grey line represents the eet of our survey ompleteness whih is the apparent magnitude
H=21.5. The total number of objets as well as the number of red galaxies in the redshift slie
are indiated on the top left orner of eah panel.
The Figure 7.6 shows the red and the blue galaxy populations' mass funtion in dierent
redshift slies for the Universe above z∼ 1. We see that between 1.z.1.6 the massive part of
the mass funtion is populated by red and blue galaxies while the low mass end is dominated by
blue galaxies as in the low redshift Universe. As for the luminosity funtion those results have
to be interpreted with are beause our small eld an be inuene by large sale strutures.
Nevertheless, our data seems to tell us that both massive star forming blue and quiesent red
galaxies were in plae at z∼1.6. The galaxy mass assembly is urrently a matter of debate and
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most of the studies onern the Universe below z=1. Only few studies have investigated the
mass assembly between 1<z<2. Among them, Arnouts et al. (2007) using the SWIRE-VVDS-
CFHT survey showed that between 2≥ z ≥1.2 the quiesent galaxy population as strongly
inreases their stellar mass by a fator ∼10 while the star-forming galaxy population only
inreases its mass by a fator ∼2.5. The results from Arnouts et al. (2007) shows that between
2≥ z ≥1.2 galaxies undergo mass assembly, in ontrast to the present day where most of the
galaxies are in plae. In addition, Vergani et al. (2008) derives a MF for early and late type
galaxies up to z=1.3 and found that the stellar mass funtion shows an inreasing relative
ontribution of massive early type galaxies and a dereasing relative ontribution of late type
galaxies with osmi time.
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Figure 7.4: Mass funtion in dierent redshift slies for the red (red data points) and the blue
(blue data points) galaxy populations. The vertial lines indiates our survey ompleteness
for the red (in red) and the blue (in blue) galaxy populations.
7.4 Massive Distant Galaxies
The last redshift slie Fig. 7.5 bottom right is shown only as a referene sine the red galaxy
population is inomplete through all of the redshift slie. Nevertheless, this plot shows the
presene of very massive red galaxies in that redshift interval. The two red data points above
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Figure 7.5: Mass funtion in dierent redshift slies for the red (red data points) and the blue
(blue data points) galaxy populations. The vertial lines indiates our survey ompleteness
for the red (in red), the blue (in blue) or both (in blak) galaxy populations.
M >3× 1011M⊙ onsist of 5 very massive objets. We have further investigated those objets
to understand their nature. Fig. 7.6 to Fig. 7.10 show eah of them, on eah Figure an H-band
image is shown on the top and the best-tted SED at the bottom. Figure 7.6 shows an objet at
z=1.848 with a stellar mass ofM∗=3.4×10
11
. This objet shows a red olour of (U280−V )=1.7
and is very bright with an absolute magnitude MV=-23.48. By the aspet of the image and
the SED this objet seems to be a massive red evolved elliptial galaxy. Figure 7.7 shows a
galaxy at z=1.859 having an absolute magnitude MV=-23.71, a stellar mass M∗=4.0×10
11
90
and a olour (U280 − V )=2.12, making it the reddest objet of our sample. The photometri
data points indiate that the NIR ux is even higher than the best tted template. This
objet seems to be a very red evolved elliptial galaxy. The surrounding objets in the image
are at muh lower redshift. Figure 7.8 show an other objet at z=1.862, this objet has an
absolute magnitude MV=-23.40, a stellar mass M∗=3.84×10
11
and a olour (U280 − V )=1.8.
The SED orresponds to an evolved red galaxy but the image shows a blob just below this
objet whih ould belong to it while the other objets in the image are at muh lower redshift.
Figure 7.9 shows a massive objet at z=1.832, this galaxy has an absolute magnitude MV=-
23.89, a stellar mass of M∗=4.27×10
11
and a red olour (U280 − V )=1.87. The SED seems
to orrespond to an evolved red galaxy and our photometri data points indiate even higher
NIR ux. The other objet in the image is a galaxy at z=0.6. Figure 7.10 shows an objet at
z=1.885. This galaxy has an absolute magnitude MV=-23.23, a stellar mass ofM∗=3.36×10
11
and a olour (U280−V )=1.79. The photometri data points indiate that the NIR ux is even
higher than the best-tted template. Moreover maybe the objet has some emission lines as
the two narrow-bands photometri data points around 900 nm seem to indiate but our best
tted SED suggests that this objet is a red evolved elliptial galaxy. On the image we also
see a star in the bottom right orner.
7.5 The Most Massive Distant Galaxy
Fig. 7.11 shows the most massive objet found in our sample whih is loated at z=1.87 and
has a stellar massM∗=1.01×10
12
. This objet has the brightest rest-frame absolute magnitude
of our sample with MV=-24.75 and its olour is (U280 − V )=1.85. On the H-band image the
objet seems to be a single soure due to the limited resolution of the deep H-band image
(1.3" FWHM). On the image taken by the ACS on HST (observed wavelength λobs = 606nm,
i.e. λrest = 211nm in the UV) we an see that the soure seems to split in several pathes.
Most likely, this is an ongoing merger of two galaxies (similar to the Antennae galaxy in the
loal Universe). Thus, most of the star formation is obsured by dust and the UV light an
only esape through holes of low extintion. The SED reveals a onsiderable amount of ux
in the NIR (rest-frame optial) whih supports the presene of high dust obsuration. In
this objet we seem to witness a gas-rih merger at a redshift lose to z = 2. Note that the
very red SED of the objet might push our photometri lassiation tehnique to its limits.
Thus, we annot exlude that obsuration with AV > 1.5 (that is the upper limit in our
template library) leads to an over-estimate of the M∗/L ratio. For a better understanding of
suh systems we have to rely on spetrosopi observations in the NIR, whih will not only
determine the strength of the 4000 Å break more aurately (old stars) but also should detet
the emission lines ontained in our template spetrum (see Fig. 7.11). The future is promising
sine newly developped NIR spetrometers like LUCIFER at the Large Binoular Telesope
will soon be able to provide spetra for suh interesting systems.
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MIDAS version: 08FEBTu, 17 Mar 2009   17:04:04
Frame : sum_A901_H.bdf
Identifier : hardcopy of frame
ITT-table : neg
Coordinates : 1032.7, 1073.51 : 1052.9, 234.902
Pixels : 1, 1 : 511, 511
Cut values : 306232, 307732
User : M-H. NICOL
ESO-MIDAS(08FEB); Tu, 17 Mar 2009   17:04:04
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Figure 7.6: Massive objet at z=1.848. Top: Deep H-band image. Bottom: best-tted SED
the photometri data points are shown in blak and the template is shown in green. The H-
band observed magnitude, the redshift and its error as well as the position in world oordinates
are given below the SED.
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MIDAS version: 08FEBTu, 17 Mar 2009   16:41:17
Frame : sum_A901_H.bdf
Identifier : hardcopy of frame
ITT-table : neg
Coordinates : 1110.1, 1007.31 : 1130.3, 221.662
Pixels : 1, 1 : 511, 511
Cut values : 306232, 307732
User : M-H. NICOL
ESO-MIDAS(08FEB); Tu, 17 Mar 2009   16:41:17
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Figure 7.7: Massive objet at z=1.859. Top: Deep H-band image. Bottom: best-tted SED,
the photometri data points are shown in blak and the template is shown in green. The H-
band observed magnitude, the redshift and its error as well as the position in world oordinates
are given below the SED.
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MIDAS version: 08FEBTu, 17 Mar 2009   16:42:32
Frame : sum_A901_H.bdf
Identifier : hardcopy of frame
ITT-table : neg
Coordinates : 1004.3, 1026.11 : 1024.5, 225.422
Pixels : 1, 1 : 511, 511
Cut values : 306232, 307732
User : M-H. NICOL
ESO-MIDAS(08FEB); Tu, 17 Mar 2009   16:42:32
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Figure 7.8: Massive objet at z=1.862. Top: Deep H-band image. Bottom: best-tted SED,
the photometri data points are shown in blak and the template is shown in green. The H-
band observed magnitude, the redshift and its error as well as the position in world oordinates
are given below the SED.
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MIDAS version: 08FEBTu, 17 Mar 2009   17:05:57
Frame : sum_A901_H.bdf
Identifier : hardcopy of frame
ITT-table : neg
Coordinates : 1968.7, 1613.11 : 1988.9, 342.822
Pixels : 1, 1 : 511, 511
Cut values : 306232, 307732
User : M-H. NICOL
ESO-MIDAS(08FEB); Tu, 17 Mar 2009   17:05:57
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Figure 7.9: Massive objet at z=1.832. Top: Deep H-band image. Bottom: best-tted SED,
the photometri data points are shown in blak and the template is shown in green. The H-
band observed magnitude, the redshift and its error as well as the position in world oordinates
are given below the SED.
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MIDAS version: 08FEBTu, 17 Mar 2009   17:05:08
Frame : sum_A901_H.bdf
Identifier : hardcopy of frame
ITT-table : neg
Coordinates : 1161.7, 1107.51 : 1181.9, 241.702
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Cut values : 306232, 307732
User : M-H. NICOL
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Figure 7.10: Massive objet at z=1.885. Top: Deep H-band image. Bottom: best-tted SED,
the photometri data points are shown in blak and the template is shown in green. The H-
band observed magnitude, the redshift and its error as well as the position in world oordinates
are given below the SED.
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MIDAS version: 08FEBWe, 18 Mar 2009   08:59:28
Frame : sum_A901_H.bdf
Identifier : hardcopy of frame
ITT-table : none...
Coordinates : 807.7, 1173.51 : 841.5, 268.502
Pixels : 1, 1 : 511, 511
Cut values : 306264, 306739
User : M-H. NICOL
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Figure 7.11: The most massive objet found in our galaxy sample for the A901-eld. Top:
H-band image. Middle: Rest-frame UV image at λrest = 211nm taken with ACS on the
Hubble Spae Telesope (sale: 8.3 kp/arse). Bottom: Best tted SED template. The
observed H-band magnitude, the redshift and its error and the position of the objet in world
oordinates are given below the SED.
Summary & Conlusion
This thesis aimed at investigating how the red evolved galaxy and the blue star-forming galaxy
populations have evolved in terms of luminosity and mass in the last 10 Gyr of the age of the
Universe. To this end the optial COMBO-17 survey data set has been supplemented by NIR
observations giving birth to the deep NIR COMBO-17+4 survey in order to aess the high
redshift Universe up to z=2. The COMBO-17+4 survey targets the three independent elds
A901, A226 and S11 but due to repetitive bad weather only the NIR observations for 3/4 of
the A901-eld were available for this study. Nevertheless, the A901-eld is an ideal target to
probe galaxy evolution sine it ontains, in addition to the numerous eld galaxies, the super
luster A901/A902 entred at z=0.165.
In the frame of this thesis the data redution of the NIR observations for more than 1300
images in the Y, J1, J2 and H bands has been performed in order to obtain high quality images
from whih the photometry then has been derived. The deep H-band observations olleted
for the A901-eld allowed us to reah a 5−σ detetion limit down to H=21.7 mag and a deep
H-band atalogue of 14286 galaxies has been derived. This galaxy sample has been used to
investigate the bimodality of galaxies at high redshift. A new robust tool has been developed
to overome the diulty of identifying a lear red sequene in olour-magnitude diagrams
due to the large unertainties in the olour determination for high redshift galaxies. The error
weighted histograms allowed us to demonstrate that the galaxy bimodality learly persists up
to z=1.6. Due to the small volume surveyed of only 0.2 square degree and the low number of
objets in the A901-eld above z∼1.6, we were not able to see a lear red sequene beyond
z=1.6. Our investigation of the galaxy bimodality led to surprising results sine we found out
that, in ontrary to the ommon thought, not all regions of the Universe out to z = 1 show
signs of a red sequene. In some under-dense regions the red galaxies are missing.
Based on galaxy bimodality seen in several error weighted histograms in dierent redshift
slies of the Universe, we have found that the average U-V olour of the red sequene (atMV=
-20) an well be desribed as a linear funtion of lookbak time. Suh a relation has never been
realized before due to the large unertainties in the red sequene position in previous studies
and might open up a new way of understanding how the red sequene is built-up. In order
to separate the blue star-forming from the red evolved galaxies a redshift evolving olour-
magnitude relation has been derived. Aordingly, we extrated the red galaxies from our
98
atalogue and obtained a sample of 4640 red galaxies between 0<z<2 and an unpreedented
large sample of 1122 red galaxies between 1<z<2 down to an observed magnitude of 21.7 mag
in the H-band.
The B-band luminosity funtion for red and blue galaxies was established for dierent
redshift slies of the Universe in order to study how the luminosity of both galaxy popula-
tions have evolved sine z=2. Our results show that both galaxy populations have dimmed
onsiderably in the last 10 Gyrs. The harateristi absolute magnitude M∗B of the red and
blue galaxy populations have dimmed respetively by ∼1.7 mag and ∼1.2 mag in the B-band
between 2>z>0.2. Our results show that between 1.9>z>1 the red galaxy population has
dimmed by ∼1.2 mag while the blue galaxy population has dimmed by ∼0.7 mag, however
the inompleteness of our sample above z∼1.3 has lead us to onsider our results as rst hints
only. Also, due to the small volume surveyed our results are aeted by osmi variane and
prevent us from viewing our results as a osmi average of the Universe.
In this thesis the evolution of the red and the blue galaxy populations' masses through
osmi time was also investigated. Mass funtions for both galaxy populations in dierent
redshift slies were derived. Our results show that the massive end of the mass funtion is
dominated by red evolved galaxies at z<1 and above z=1 both red evolved and blue star form-
ing galaxy populations ontribute in similar numbers to the massive end of the mass funtion.
However, due to the small volume surveyed the low mass end of the mass funtion for both
galaxy populations begins to be inomplete in the still rising part of the distribution. Never-
theless, the mass funtion in our higher redshift bin between 1.78<z<2 reveals the presene
of very massive red galaxies, showing that massive red galaxies are already in plae at z∼1.8.
As a onlusion, this thesis shows the potential of the COMBO-17+4 photometri survey
with only 3/4 of one eld surveyed. Even though our results are sensitive to the large sale
strutures we ould demonstrate that photometri redshift is a working tool to study galaxy
evolution by supplying a large sample of high redshift galaxies with aurate redshift in order
to investigate galaxy bimodality as well as the evolution in luminosity and mass for dierent
galaxy populations.
The future is promising for the COMBO-17+4 survey sine NIR observations from two
other elds A226 and S11 will soon be added to the A901-eld. This will onsiderably redue
the osmi variane whih has greatly aeted our results. Moreover, by ombining all the
soures from the dierent elds a atalogue on the order of ∼50000 galaxies between 0<z<2
will be derived from whih an unparalleled atalogue of ∼12000 galaxies above z=1 will be
obtained. Thus, it will be possible to better estimate the luminosity and mass funtion above
z∼1.6 sine the sample will ontain muh more objets whih will further allow us to better
quantify the galaxy mass assembly ourring in the transitional z<2 epoh of the Universe.
Additionally, the new NIR multi-objet spetrograph at the Large Binoular Telesope will
provide a unique opportunity to perform spetrosopi follow-up of distant high redshift objets
suh as the ones identied in this study and reveal their nature.
Appendix A
Standard Stars SED
2H=18.41
Spectral Type=wf5v
H=18.71
Spectral Type=wf5v
H=16.94
Spectral Type=wf8v
3 STANDARD STARS SED
H=15.20
Spectral Type=rf8v
H=16.55
Spectral Type=wf8v
H=16.9
Spectral Type=wf8v
4H=19.43
Spectral Type=wf5v
H=18.66
Spectral Type=wf8v
Appendix B
Photometry Setup File
Setup le used to perform the photometry with EVALUATE routine from MPIAPHOT.
0 2 1 > (TEST,CLEAN,POL),FIX_PSF,EFF_PSF
22 0 0.00 2.27 0.00 0. > SUM:(W_SUM,SUM),-,APERT, PSF: SX,SY,AL
0 20 1.00 0.0000 > FIT:(yes/no),ITER,CHI_LIM,SATUR/1000.
1 21 3.00 0.0000 > BACK:(FIT,L,HST),HW,S_LOC,B_OFF/1000.
1 2 1.30 4.00 0.00 > PROF:(DIRT,EDGE),R_MIN, X,S_DIRT, -
11 20 3 0.00 0.00 > MAXI:( FIX,FILT),ITER,RAD,X0,Y0, -
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